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Memorandum

To : SAC, LOS ANGELES (44A—LA—119954) " Date 3/26/91

From : SA b6
blC

Subject: LAURENCE M. POWELL, ET AL, OFFICERS, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA POLICE DEPARTMENT; RODNEY GLENN KING,
AKA-VICTIM?
CIVIL RIGHTS

Due to the volume of paper being processed in this
case, the following sub files should be opened:

302 's - A
Investigation by outside agencies - B
Medical records - C
News clippings - D
Public correspondence - E
TED J. BRISENO - FI
STACEY C. KOON - F2
LAURENCE M. POWELL - F3
TIMOTHY EDWARD WIND - F4
Police interviews FD-302 / s - G

This memo is to remain attached to the top file cover

in each respective file.

44A-LA-H9954

SUB
B - Svettigation by Outside Agencies

c - Medical Records

D _ News Clippings

E - Public correspondence

FI- Ted J. Briseno

F2- Stacey C. Ko°n
, •,

F3- Laurence M. Powell

PoTice^Interveiws TO302-.

H - Financial Matters

l I SXTSSy Transcripts

V - carrity FD302;s
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Memorandum

SAC, Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) Date 3/20/91

From SA
b6
b7C

Subject: LAURENCE M. POWELL, ET AL, OFFICERS, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA POLICE DEPARTMENT; RODNEY GLENN KING,
AKA - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS

Due tb-the volume of papet being processed in this
case, the following sub files should be opened.

302’

s

5

^
Investigation by outside agencies^
Medical records (L

News clippings'^
Public concerns^

TTJ
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PO Box
Marina del Rey, CA 90295

b6
b7C

Mr. Tom Bradley
Mayor of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Bradley:

I am writing to express my horror, disgust, and overwhelming feeling of

dread in regard ' to the incident I watched on the news involving the
Los Angeles Police Department and Rodney King. At best, the police
officers behavior resembles Ku Klux Klan activity. With so many gang
problems in Los Angeles, we cannot, should not and will not accept similar
gang-like behavior from the police department. I am sickened by this
appauling behavior and sadened that the public now has to wonder if THEY
are safe from the police.

I would like to see all officers involved permanently lose their jobs
and SERVE JAIL TIME. They clearly broke 'the law. If a civilian beat
an officer that brutally, the civilian would most certainly be in jail.

THE PUBLIC WILL NOT AND CAN NOT TOLERATE AND BE SUBJECT TO POLICE GANG-LIKE
TACTICS !!!!!!!!

TAKE ACTION POLITICAL STATEMENTS WON'T MAKE THIS PROBLEM GO AWAY!!!!!!!

b6
b7C

P.S PLEASE CONSIDER FIRING THE POLICE CHIEF GATES!!!!! WE NEED SOMEONE
WHO WILL CLEAN UP THE RANKS OF THE DEPARTMENT.

XC: FBI
Governor Pete Wilson
President George Bush
District Attorney’s Office -/osAngzt'€5
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Los Angeles, California 90016

7 March 1991
b6
b7C

Federal Bureau of Investigations
11000 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90024

City Hall ( Tom Bradley, Mayor )

200 N. Spring St.
Los Angeles, California 90012

Los Angeles Police Department ( Community Relations Dept.)
150 N. Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles, California 90012

Commission on Civil Rights
3660 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90012

American Civil Liberties Union
633 Shatto PI.
Los Angeles, California 90005

The Brotherhood Crusade
200 E. Slauson Ave.
Los Angeles, California 90011

California Highway Patrol ( Southern Division )

411 N. Central Ave. Suite # 410
Glendale, California 91203

Los Angeles County Sheriff Department (Community Relations)
111 N. Hill
Los Angeles, California 90012

jSEARCHED.
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I am writing this letter to express my outrage

regarding the 3 March 1991 beating of Rodney Glen King at

the hands of Los Angeles Police Department Officers and

other Civil Servant "bystanders."

It is my understanding that the role of the Los Angeles

Police Department is to " Protect and Serve " the community.

This leads me to five basic questions:

1. Who was the LAPD protecting and serving ?

2. What was the LAPD protecting and serving ?

3. When was the LAPD protecting and serving ?

4. Where were they protecting and serving ?

5. Why were they protecting and serving ?

If any of these five questions results in a justifiable

and valid answer (keeping in mind the bruti 1 i zation of a

human being) by the LAPD, please let the world know. I have

come to the realization that we (people) are violent by

nature; not because of the injustices bestowed upon us by

others. Nevertheless, I call for the immediate resignation

of Police Chief, Daryl Gates, and pray that we (people) set

the scales of justice in its’ proper place.

"If God be for us, who can be against us ?" ROMANS:

8

I stand in respect for Rodney Glen King and Family.

b6
b7C



March 6, 1991

Agent in charge Lawrence Lawler

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

11000 Wilshire Blvd - suite 1700

Los Angeles, California - 90024

Dear Mr. Lawler:

As a man who did not become an agent due to

the lack of a Law degree or CPA degree after

the War, and regret it to this day; I am

writing to you with the sincere hope your

office will investigate and prosecute the

dispicable and cowardly police officers who

beat the black young man a few days ago.

As a veteran of the Air Forces I am appalled-

at the inhuman treatment given a citizen of

these United States.

I am a while man... an older white man at that,

and yet I want to strip away the years and take

on the HYENA'S that beat a man while he was down
with night sticks and kicked him in the head.

What brave men these are.

they is a better term.

What sub humans are

It is the duty of our Federal Government

anyone , .regardless of there station in ljjfe

for what they did.

gfi- a rw"\t ippi I ¥ li

SEARCHED. . b6
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SHAME SHAME SHAME

THE SOLDIERS OF IRAQ GET BETTER TREATMENT THAN

OUR OWN CITIZENS.

THE RAGE WITHIN ME AT THIS INHUMAN SPECTACLE

IS SINCERE AS IT MUST BE FOR A MILLION OTHER

PEOPLE LIVING IN THE BLESSED CALIFORNIA

NOT MISSISSIPPI

Please do what you can as I know in my heart

you will.

sincerelv

c
b6
b7C

Sherman Oaks, California - 91423





March 11, 1991

Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Dept, of Justice
11000 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

THE RODNEY KING INCIDENT

Dear Sir or Madame:

The King Incident is deplorable. The scene bespeaks

South Africa now, Mississippi and a Klu Klux Klan rally before

the lynching. First you beat 'em then you hang 'um.

That young man could have been one of the 30% of the

African-American fighting force in the Gulf War. He could have

been my son.

There is something seriously wrong with the Los Angeles

Police Department and some changes need to be made. Gates and

his gang of hoodlums have got to go. It's time for a new order,

a new day. "TO PROTECT AND SERVE" is a joke. There is no

respect for the citizens and visa versa.

Too many times in the recent past have these so-called

"aberrations" occurred. This vigilante/racist mentality has got

to go. The policy starts at the top and its pervasive. The

prosecution of the 3 '•officers' 1 who were doing the actual beating

is not enough. The policy is obviously condoned from the

hierarchy, it's happened too many times. GATES MUST GO!

I'm sure this letter will not be seen or read by the

person to whom its addressed but as a concerned citizen I must



FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708

b6
hlC194/

THIS LETTER IS IN REGARD TO THE CIVILAN VIDEO TAPING OF THE POLICE
BRUTALITY AGAINST MR. RODNEY KING ON SUNDAY, MARCH 3, 1991 AT 12=53 AM
IN LAKEVIEW TERRACE. I BELIEVE THAT THOSE HORRIBLE POLICEMEN (WHO SHOULD
NOT EVEN BE CALLED POLICEMEN) SHOULD BE CASTRATED. JUST FIRING THEM
(WITHOUT PENSION) IS TOO GOOD FOR THEM FOR THE UNTHINKABLE BEATINGS THEY
GAVE TO MR. KING. THEY TREATED HIM AS THOUGH HE WAS AN ANIMAL. WE DON'T
EVEN KICK OUR MAD DOGS IN THE STREETS! THIS MAN IS A HUMAN BEING AND WAS
BEATEN BEYOND ANY REASONING. HE WAS NOT OFFERING ANY RESISTANCE. THERE IS
NOT A THING IN THIS WORLD HE COULD HAVE DONE SO BAD AS TO WARRANT THIS
KIND OF POLICE BRUTALITY. THIS HAS MADE ME AND ALL MY FAMILY SICK TO OUR
STOMACHS. OUR BROTHER IS A POLICEMAN AND WE ARE CLOSER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
THAN MOST PEOPLE, AND HAVE MORE RESPECT FOR THE LAW THAN MOST, BUT THIS
IS DISGUSTING!

FROM ALL EVIDENCE OF OUR PRISONERS RETURNING FROM WAR IN IRAQ, NONE
OF THEM SUFFERED ANYTHING SUCH AS RODNEY KING SUFFERED AT THE HANDS OF
THESE SO-CALLED COPS! ! THIS SHOWED NO REGARD FOR THIS HUMAN LIFE. I

WONDER WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED HAD MR. KING DIED. YOU'D BETTER THANK
GOD THAT HE DIDN’T. WE, THE WHOLE NATION, ARE ENRAGED BY THIS ATROCITY!
THESE MEN SHOULD BE SUSPENDED FROM WORK-NOT PUT IN DESK JOBS. THEY SHOULD
BE CHARGED FOR ASSAULT WITH DEADLY WEAPONS AND PUT IN JAIL.

WE ARE SENDING COPIES OF THIS LETTER TO CHIEF DARYL GATES,
COMM I SIGNER MELANIE LOMAX, MAYOR TOM BRADLEY, SENATOR JOHN SEYMORE,
CONGRESSMAN CHRISTOPHER COX, CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR PETE WILSON, ATTORNEY
BOB REMZER , THE FBI, L-A COUNTY SHERIFF FOR LAKEVIEW TERRACE, AND
PRESIDENT BUSH. I 1 b6

b7C
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March 8, 1991

Los Angeles Police Department
150 North Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

RE: Rodney King: Victim of L.A. Police brutality

Sir:

My name is
Caucasian

.

and I live in Ventura County. I am white

As long as I am alive and a citizen of America I will protest any un-
treatment ( that X am aware of ) being targeted at another human

being.
__

'

The video on Sunday evening showing six officers armed with guns,
sticks, and a stun gun beating an unarmed man who. had obv.iously
already submitted to arrest has enraged me. The man who was lying
prostrate on the ground, except for a few times when he attempted to
raise himself to his knees, had already lost his right to defend him-
self. The moment those officers pointed six guns at this man they
had all the control they needed.

b6
b7C

To my utter astonishment I saw at least 10—11 other officers watch-
ing this scene at close range. They did not lift a voice or raise
a hand in protest of this treatment. It was as if they were used to
this sort of thing. How else would you interpret such nonchalance?
Those officers who were onlookers are just as guilty as if they had
done it themselves. Their indifference suggests to me that their
leader, Daryl Gates has condoned this practice in the past. They
seemed to know that they could get away with it - except for the
video. Thank God for that young man's courage to submit it.

Those officers by directing their blows to the sensitive areas e.g.
the ankle bones, shins, ribs, and face leads me to believe that their
intent was to hurt this man and to make him suffer.

This man certainly has been made to suffer both emotional and physical
damage. However, in the midst of this violent episode there is some—
thing positive. First, the very fact that over 80,000 people from all
over the country have lifted their voices in protest and more are com-

in* America you still have a conscious. We do care about others.
We are not densensitized to violence. We are not submitting to fear.
We are not shirking our responsibility. Second, we are going to find
°nt the strength or weakness of our justice system. We are going to
find out if justice really is for all or not.

Respectful 1

v

Thousand Oaks v

cc: iXPBI
ACLU
Mayor Tom Bradley
L.A. Times



Los Angeles, CA 90018
March 11, 1991

Federal Bureau of Investigation
1100 Wilshire Blvd
Westwood, CA 90024
March 11, 1991

To the Rodney King Investigation Director

I am a student at Susan Miller Dorsey High School.
I am writing because I am very concerned about the Rodney
King incident which occured on March 3. I think brutally
beating Rodney King va s unnessary. Even if Rodney was resisting
arrest. The police officers had no buisness beating him up
like they ..did. There were 11 police officers on the seen
of the crime. Somebody could of been generous and broke
it up. Police officers also say that he was going 115mph
in a 3 year old Hyudai Excel which is not capable of
reaching such speeds . There has been other cases of
police brutality. I would like to know have' those cases
of police brutality been investigated?

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please respond.

Sincerly
b6
b7C
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U.S. Department of Justice

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

11000 Wilshire Boulevard #1700
Los Angeles, CA 90024
March 18, 1991

I

Mr. I I

I

Los Angeles, California 90018

Dear Mr.

This letter is in response to your letter, dated March
11, 1991, in which you express your views on the Rodney King
incident, and also ask whether or not we have investigated other
cases of police brutality. The answers you are requesting is,

yes. Title 18, Section 242 of the United States Code provides
that whoever, under collar of any law, willfully subjects any
inhabitant of any state to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or immunity secured or protected by the constitution
or laws of the United States, or to different punishments, pains
or penalties, on account of such inhabitant being an alien, or by
reason of his color, or race, shall be fined not more than
$1,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if
death results shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of
years or for life. Therefore, any time an individual believes
that a law enforcement officer, who is an individual who is
acting under the "collar of law", has subjected him, or her, to
different "punishments, or pains", on account of his or her race,
then that person is free to file a civil rights complaint with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This office has conducted
many civil rights investigations in the past, although very few
have received the notoriety of the Rodney King incident.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

LAWRENCE G. LAWLER

Supervisory Special Agent

b6
b7C
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Sunland ,

CA QlOZuO

M* 15 ,1991 b6
b7C
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‘!e are outraged: The BRUTAL beating of n
Ar . King by the LA PD

is another assault on the sensibilities of the citizens of our city

which must finally be addressed by us. We must act to stem the

escalating violence amongst those entrusted "•uth the protection of

us against us.

Chief Cates asserts that this is an isolated case. One need

only to visit the L . A . County Jail and note the number of brutalized

inmates. So many that a special housing module exists for those with

crutches or casts. Not all are the victims of r>
olice Brutality

however the numbers have increased which are. My personal experiences

with LAPD Officers have perceptively deteriorated from cordial yet

professional to outright abusive and I attribute that demeanor to

the Chief and his obvious disdain for ’Civilians*,

Chief Gates MUST BE RETTRED otherwise this behavior will be

validated once again. He has routinely ‘’•iven tacit approval to this

extreme behavior by his men (and they are HIS men), therefore his mere

presence represents further confirmation that this violence by the

T,A
Tvn is acceptable.

Finally, it is frightening to think th' t only four of possibly

twenty-one officers are being criminally prosecuted. ‘'here is the

accountability for the other officers? Does this mean that help from

an officer is' arbitrarily available? Certainly race is a determination.

I*m white and still scared of those I pay taxes to ^.Liptect and Serve
i

~ **-**- - *- .....

me and my family. I can not imagine the fear of a jminority .family.

Please investigate Chief Gates and his abuse:- of officeV -We want him!
}

and the officers (ALL of them) ousted as they are
fa
-disease- festering

in a once proud police department.
b6
b7C
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Dear Sir,

In reference to the brutality inflicted upon Mr. Rodney King, it became an emotional
trauma watching the incident. The spectacle of police officers beating a helpless
individual was more than I could stand, and is evidence of the inhuman treatment that
police officers have been inflicting on African Americans for too' long!

Without this direct appalling evidence, I doubt if Mr. King's wounds and condition
would have been enough to cause a stir in the community. Mr. King would have been
arrested for resisting arrest and assaulting police officers. And, it would have been
deemed justifiable force. The officers would have even received accomodations for
putting another criminal out of circulation.

However, the brutal attack, police officers beating a human being without mercy or
regard to consequences, was witnessed and made a record of for all the world to behold.
It is my firm belief that if this brutal beating had not been recorded, there would
have been insufficient evidence to charge the police officers. I believe that this
"establishment would have white washed" this incident if the video had not been taken.
I also believe that If Mr. Rodney King had resisted arrest, he would have been shot dead!

I know that if this "establishment" does not properly prosecute and punish the officers
involved in this brutal beating, that a message will have ben sent that African Americans
must be responsible for our own safety and justice. If this is the case, then we should
convert our tax dollars to means of self protection.

We are at the crossroads of determining the responsibility of police protection and
accountablility. The African American male is already an endangered species and will no
longer tolerate the kind of brutality inflicted upon Mr. King.

Must the African American fight a "hot" war in these United States to secure the freedom
that we have just helped win for nations in the Gulf? Must we take matters into our own
hands? Are African Americans to be a part of this nation of United States? Or, must we
rechannel our resources and energies into forming our own states within these states?

In conclusion, sir, if I or any member of my family were brutalized as was Mr. Rodney
King, I would have to be very satisfied that they were properly prosecuted and punished.
Mr. King is a Brother... wfeafa la £a jaa dongL_about the brutality inflicted upon him by
police officers?

I demand a satisfactory and equitable answer from the "establishment"! I demand justice
for Mr. Rodney King from the "establishment"! We are at a crossroads! What message is

the "establishment" going to give to me... to the nation... to the world??

Sincerely,

- /W$V-FO*fb7ccr * •

[searched Liiaxa
1-
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March 20, 1991

Mayor Tom Bradley
City Hall
200 N. Spring St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Honorable Mayor Bradley:

Although I live in Ontario, I work in the downtown area. I would
like to express my utter disgust with the way the few officers of
the Los Angeles Police Department acted in the arrest of Mr. Rodney
King. All decent human beings are nauseated by this abuse of
police authority. I could go on with a long harangue about how
revolting this type of activity is and that under no circumstances
should this be condoned, covered-up, or go unpunished. Instead
I'll quote my 4-year old daughter's observation of the incident:
"They are hitting him when he is sick. That's not fair!?!".

All officers involved in this ugly incident should be severely
dealt with and the Los Angeles Police Department should be purged
of this disease - starting from the top!

Sincerely.
b6
b7C

C.c. L. A. Police Commission, Attn.: Ms
L. A. County Board of Supervisors
L. A. City Council, Attn.: Ms.

|

|
Federal Bureau Of Investigation - L. A. Office
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Dear sir:

I read in the L. A. Times that you told Chief Daryl Gates that you would

investigate and question the Foothill officers in "a very sensitive way."

Are you going to a tea party or are you investigating police brutality?
the

You should not PAY ANY ATTENTION toj OftfeSf except perhaps investigate him

too. I am i&closing a copy of all the remarks that this guy has made through-

out the last 13 years and now is m&t saying that he opposses "some Bureaucrat

who made that decision." This last remark should also go into the record

along with all of his other quotes.

Just do your job and forget about Gates. There is much polic-e bruts,IIt$y

in Los Angeles, you will find out. You can bet on that. The Foothill Divi-

sion is the worst but they all do it. I do hope you will also investigate

the brutal arrest and treatment (who are now suing) in Pacific Palisades
ago

7some months where 1% or 20 black and Hispanics were butalized bypolice for

no reason at all except they were playing in a predominantly white area .

NONE ®F THE KIDS WERE GANG MEMBERS. They were beaten up and told racial

slurs. PLEASE INVESTIGATE THIS VICIOUS BRUTALITY CASE'. Thank you.

10 HISPANIC CITIZENS

psaxy .«»» I * 1
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QUOTES FROM CHIEF GATES

Since he became Los Angeles' 49th police chief in 1978 ,
Daryl F

.

Gates has made a number of controversial statements that have

offended, in varying degrees, blacks, Jews, Latinos, women, casual

drug users and even the State Department.

1978: He had been in office barely one month when he remarked

to a Latino audience that some Latino officers were not promoted

within the LAPD because they were '‘lazy." Gates said that he was

only trying to encourage Latino officers to work harder and attain

leadership positions.

1979: Gates casually commented at a news conference in England

that if President Jimmy Carter could not rescue the 52 American

captives in Iran, Gates could by sending in his SWAT squad. A short

time later, “the State Department called and said, ‘Chief, we’d

appreciate it if you'd mind your own business,' ” according to Gates.

The chief said he was only trying to be witty.

1980: At a closed dinner meeting of deputy district attorneys,

Gates called KABC-TV anchorwoman Christine Lund “an Aryan

broad.” Gates later apologized, saying the comment was meant “in

jest” and was “in the spirit of a raucous evening.”

a 1982: Gates angered many Jews by releasing an in-house report

that suggested that the Soviet Union was sending criminals

disguised as Jewish immigrants to Los Angeles to disrupt the 1984

Olympics. Gates went out of his way to make peace with Jewish

leaders, saying that the report was purely speculative and thathe

had never expected the media to publicize it.

In an interview, Gates said he had instructed his staff to

investigate “a hunch” he had about why so many blacks die from

police use of the carotid chokehold, which cuts off the blood supply

to the brain. “We may be finding that in some blacks when it [the

carotid chokehold] is applied, the veins or arteries do not open up as

fast as they do on normal people.” The remark, Gates said, was no

more than a careless choice of words.

1984: The City Council approved a ballot measure that would

increase the city's power to discipline and fire department heads,

such as Gates. Then the chief alleged that this would permit undue

political influence by council members on the police and the rest of

the city departments. Then in a statement that angered some council

members, Gates said he was going to “rummage around in my mind”

to cite examples of how council members ask the police to do “ail

kinds of things that are inappropriate.”

a 1988: In an interview, Gates conceded that he is more “patient

and sensitive” in his dealings with people. But, he added, “I can still

be an arrogant bastard. I’ve grown harder and softer.”

o 1989: In a videotaped message to LAPD officers, Gates used the

term “pantywaists” to describe officers who opposed his Halloween

deployment plan that was intended to prevent a recurrence of the

near-riot that occurred in Hollywood the previous year.

1990: At a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the first

anniversary of the Bush Administration's war on drugs, Gates said

“casual drug users ought to be taken out and shot.” His statement

was aimed at those “who blast some pot on a casual basis and the

damned hypocrites who go out and party on the weekends and snort

cocaine.”

Gates said Mayor Tom Bradley had written a “dumb letter calling

for an investigation of possible police improprieties in the defense of

four officers charged with vandalism during a drug raid two years

ago near 39th Street and Dalton Ave.

a 1991: In an angry statement after the shooting of rookie

policewoman TinaKerbrat, Gates referred to Kerbrat's killer as “an

El Salvadoran drunk—a drunk who doesn't belong here.”

In response to an outpouring of anger from Los Angeles residents

over the videotape that captures LAPD officers repeatedly striking

defenseless Rodney G. King, Gates offered an apology to King, but

further enraged people when he added that he-woutd apologize “in

spite of the fact that [King’s] on parole and a convicted robber.”

Compiled by Times editorial researcher Cecilia Rasmussen.
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lias Charges

Against LAPD
m ] read with disdain the article about

alleged bias against Latino advancement in

the Los /Angeles Police Department (Part *

A, Dec. 19). Is there discrimination? Based
on the numbers you published, bias would
appear to be a very real problem. However,
there are issues not addressed in the

article; issues that are behind the numbers.

Promotion within the LAPD is very

arduous and stressful A vast majority do

not succeed in being promoted. To be one

of the lucky few, the process requires^

'Sen,Joseph R. McCarthy

the following directive; “I urge all Commu-
nist Party members , to yield second
place to none in the fight to rid our country
of the fascist poison of McCarthyism

"

Yet the American people took up the

chant of “McCarthyism" and allowed the

deceivers to bewitch them into believing

that the senator was an evil demagogue.
Sen. McCarthy has been vindicated as is

evident by the collapse 'of communism
throughout the world.

FREDERICK D. MULLEN
, .

v
' Upland

1 1 feel it unfair to place joke commentaries
such as Scruton's satirical piece of fluff

about “poor Joseph McCarthy" on the

Op-Ed pages. Such amusements belong in

the comics. This one, which attempted to

whitewash an alcoholic who lied and
produced false evidence against the hero of

D-Day, would look great next to Beetle

Bailey. It is a joke, isn’t it?

JOSEPH LUCAS
Los Angeles

Hunting

months of intense -study, long periods oi

time not being able to handle affairs of

family life, and a burning desire to succeed.

The promotion system that I have been

accustomed "to for many years is a fair

system. Affirmative action guidelines set

by the city are in use. To have groups of

individuals obtain promotion through

Energy Policy

i My first reaction on reading the article

about me (“Souvenirs From the Safari'

3ueen of Burbank," by Linda Blandford,
Commentary, Nov. 28) was “at least they
spelled my name right;" but the passing of'

\ couple of weeks has allowed for more
’easoned reflection.

I can live with Ms. Blandford’s physical

lescription of myself and of the profession

if taxidermy. What saddens me is the

iepiction of sport hunting as “bucolic
• Irive-by shootings."

'

I would submit the following points for

onsideration: In order for you to stay alive

oday, something else had to die—be it a
rniato, an unborn chicken or a deer,

econdly, licensed hunting for sport has
ever caused the endangerment or extiiK

on of a single species. I challenge non-
unters to match hunters’ financial contri-
llions toward Wildlife conservation.

INGE DOUGHERTY .

Burbank

m I want to applaud The Times for its three

editorials critical of the lack of a national

energy policy (Dec. 9-11). As the events of

the last several months show, it is clear the

United States is not adequately prepared to

absorb the impact of an energy crisis.'

As chairman of the County and Cities of

Los Angeles Energy Commission, I can
only reiterate that most elected officials

and our energy agencies have not abne
enough to plan ahead. As a result, the

American public is in many ways mores
vulnerable today than it was in the 1970$.

Today, for example, alternative energy
sources can produce substantial amounts of

power which is non-polluting—and at a

price competitive with foreign oil. In the

past five years, the cost of solar power has
.been slashed dramatically, from 24 cents to

eight cents per kilowatt hour. Similarly,

geothermal and wind power is little, if any,
more expensive than imported oil and
one-half the cost of newly commissioned
nuclear power: .

Los Angeles-based Luz International -

Limited is the world’s largest solar energy
company. It has 13 solar facilities currently
in operation or planned, which, by 1993,

will serve more than 1 million people. With
some foresight, we could meet the needs of

30 million Californians within the next
generation.

Public and private utilities ought to be
investigating closely the long-term bene-
fits of alternative energy. I think the

utilities will discover it makes good eco-

nomic, environmental and political sense

. today to support renewable energy—and,
by doing so, America’s energy independ--

-enceaswell.
JERRY a* EPSTEIN

Marina delRey

is indeed wrong.
To^tain.promotion -through the test of

knowledge, performance, excellence and
commitment is right. To circumvent the

basic premise, promotion for those who are

the most qualified, is the invitation to ql

system of unqualified -liabilities. \

MICHAEL W. MINES
Los Angeles

For the past 19 years I have chosen to

work the streets. I am sure that if 1
7had

studied, I' could have been promoted* But I
*

didn’t,, and that was my"own choosing.
.

There are manyjnejLand-women-oh this

job whob^came^police officers for 'one

reaspnftobe police officers. To fight erimbv '

!«j£tthat what the job is all about? \
CRAIG BUSHEY \

Arcadia

m Chief Daryl Gates says he will not comply
with the directives of the state Department
of Fair Employment and Housing (Metro,

Dec. 20). So what else is new? ;

This guy has been thumbing his nose'for

-years at the mayor, the City Council and
his supposed superiors, the Police Commis-
sion. He has won every time.

The main^ reason, of course, is that the

aforementioned persons and boards have
no backbone when it comes to dealing with

this irascible chief. .

However, it is another matter when he

has to confront a powerful, nonpartisan

state commission. Chief Gates will learn

that he cannot bully -it as he has done so

successfully with city officials for years*

.

.
• JOHN R. MENDEZ

\ .
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ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT STATE. OF POLIC£-COn.MLU!IT¥ RELATIONS

During the month of September, Community Relations SectioV) members

continued to research'and gather information on the current attitudes

of the minority community toward this Department,

This part of the interviews concerned sworn personnel. They were

asked about their views and appreciation of the problems v/hich

previous interviews in the Black community had established. These

problems concern police attitude and behavior described by community

residents as insensitive, degrading, antagonistic, and tension-

causing. •

In most instances,, officers interviewed unanimously agreed that a

problem does exist in the nature of police discourtesy and improper

use of tactics. Their responses were not so unanimous regarding

the extent of the problem or v/hether it exists City-wide or is

more predominant in minority communities.

Yaried opinions were offered regarding the cause of the i v* ^ —i j—t
i Uwi ^ i.i

«

One opinion cited the -inability of certain officers to thoroughly

understand their job functions; i.e., being able to distinguish

the "good” guys from the "bad" guys or criminals as opposed to

considering alternatives available. It was felt that more

SSftCrlE;)

.
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flexibility is. needed in approaching and handling certain

potentially volatile situations. In situations of this nature,

’there is often a lack of understanding ofwhat the Department

means by "good, aggressive pol ice ’work. " This approach might

be illustrated by the officer who believes that being aggressive

means writing field interviews on 15-20 persons per night without

any rationally founded probable cause in the hope of coming up

- with "something" that will lead. to an arrest.

Another possible source of the "problem" was a reluctance on the

.part of supervisors and administrators at all levels to confront

officers on the issue of courtesy. Also mentioned was a reluctance

by some sergeants, lieutenants, and in certain’cases captains to

"grab the bull by the horns” in those incidents in which poor

judgment or improper tactics by officers are suspected for fear

of "lowering morale" or lessening the supervisors’ popularity,

especially when those incidents involve an officer with the
'V

reputation of being an "aggressive, hard-charging officer."
*» --

Supervisors fear they may dampen the officer's enthusiasm or

reduce his effectiveness. In a few cases, there are those

officers who feel discourtesy is synonomous with aggressiveness.

They've been told by some of their peers, "don't take any chances,

-

keep the upper hand, and don't give anybody a break."

Another aspect of the problem involves officers v/ho are actually

convinced that they're doing an outstanding job in spite of a
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-continuous pattern of improper conduct, tactics, etc. Example:

an officer makes what he feels is a "good" arrest and is encouraged

by his peers and his sergeant who tells him that it was good,

aggressive pol ice. work. Later, however, when his tactics are

reviewed by his team leader or captain,' he is told he v;as wrong.

At this point he is understandably confused and possibly a little

suspicious that the Captain is not being total’ly objective with

him. . • -

One Captain opined that certain officers have a basic lack of

self-confidence, both physically and mentally, in their ability

to handle potentially explosive situations. This possibly

contributes to the premature use of force without considering

other alternatives. Also there. exists in some situations the

feeling that to back down would be a reflection on their manhood

or. would threaten their authority.'

Lengthy Assignments in- Same Area : ^It was pointed out that, lengthy
f

assignments in areas considered "war zones" (greater ratio of

assaults); i.e., 77th, Southwest, Southeast, sometimes contribute

to the gradual development of a frustrated, cynical approach

that tends to lessen officer's efficiency. More frequent

administrative reviews of packages of officers assigned to these

areas for many years, v/ho willingly travel 50-60 miles to work

the a.m. watch and who accumulate numerous not-sustained complaints

involving the use of force or resulting in an altercation. However,

a long-term assignment tc these types of areas is not necessarily

r



a contributing factor to the problem. Many officers have worked
\

these areas for extended periods and have a record >free of
j

complaints and have consistently been rated as outstanding

officers. Other officers have beentold that you're not doing

good, aggressive police work until you accumulate several "beefs"

in your package.

In certain areas recent changes have been made jby area administrators'

-.designed to insure a greater adherence by officers to rules govern-

ing their conduct in these areas. Everyone that was interviewed

agreed that the need for stronger supervision at the sergeant

level is one of the major areas of concern.

> ,

The following solutions were included among those suggested and/or

approved by the persons that were interviewed:

1. Stronger supervision at the sergeant level.

2 . Greater control at the watch commander level (return to

I* Lieutenant as the watch commander) to be able to better

monitor the activities of field officers.

3. Strong commitment at all Department levels for proper treat-

ment of public beginning with Chief. This. area must ‘be • •

viewed as being just as important as; i.e., rise in crime,

influx of illegal aliens, etc.

j
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4. Monitoring of officers with large numbers of not-sustained

complaints, especially those with- lengthy assignments in

certain areas and to use administrative_ transfers as solution

to problem-
*

5. The use of improper tactics, altercations, discourtesy, etc.,

type incidents (sustained) as training aids in roll-call
*

training (to include penalties) as well as a review oi bad

or out of policy shootings. (Perhaps rap sheet should include

more details - yet remain anonymous to facilitate better
t

.training.)

In some areas, the current policy dictates that when a shooting

occurs, it is reviewed by an Area Commander with the concerned

officer(s) before the Shooting Board reviews it, after the Shoot-

ing Board has reviewed it, during the officer(s) suspension (if.

one has been' adjudicated) , 2 weeks after the suspension ends,

with a follow-up check at the next’*rating period. It was

suggested that a similar approach should be taken toward dis-

courtesy complaints.

Other suggestions included.:

1. Greater scrutiny of crime and arrest reports involving

altercations (probably at team level).

One source felt that even though the problem of discourtesy or

treatment of the public is highlighted and emphasized at Bureau-

level meetings, there is a tendency for the captains to return

to their Areas and re-concern themselves only with problems; i.e..
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*

reducing crime .rather than Chief Gates' administrative

felonies.
*

2. A greater emphasis should be placed otr sensitivity

training at the recruit phase as well as in-service

training at the Academy.
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think a person tends to rem^Rr the isolated happening that

might be something that was inadequate and unpleasant or

verged on the improper . .
.”

Routine destruction of evidence by the LAPD can occur be-
fore the trial, making cases harder to prove even if the ulti-

mate verdict is not changed.

“I had a murder case where before the trial the investigat-

ing officer ordered the destruction of the gun—the murder
weapon,” recalled Judge M. Ross Bigelow. “He said he
guessed he made a mistake.”

“The man was found guilty without it,” Bigelow added.
“Luckily ballistics were not of vital significance.”

Superior Judge Thomas T. Johnson recalled another mur-
der case in which the bullet which killed the victim was de-
stroyed before trial.

“Most of it (destroyed evidence) is clothing, pieces of pa-
per, mundane things,” Johnson said. “It is pretty hard to un-
derstand why somebody would destroy a bullet. They (each
side) can read into it what might not be there.”

Johnson said that was not his only case in which the LAPD
had destroyed evidence.

“I don’t think in any of those cases there was any malice,”

he said. “It was really a function of carelessness or possibly of

too much volume of work. I don’t remember anything like

that happening with the sheriff’s department.”

Judge Caldecott painfully recalled a case in which a murder

County sheriff's deputies question motorists in Altadena in-

search for clues to slaying of housewife.

occurred across the street from a party attended by about 40
people.

“The police produced only two witnesses, and they had not
seen the murder,” Caldecott said. “I feel confident some one
of the 40 people at that party could have identified the defen-
dants had they been asked.

“I acquitted because I didn’t feel I could convict on the tes-

timony of someone who did not see the murder,” Caldecott,

said. “The quality of the investigation was so poor that four

murderers walked free.”

THE PARADOX OF POLICEMEN
POLICING POLICEMEN

Embarrassing the Department Could Well Cost an Officer His Job,
While a Firearms Infraction Might Bring Only a Slap on the Wrist

BY DALE FETHERLING and MICHAEL A. LEVETT
Times Staff Writers

It was a quiet Sunday morning in south Los Angeles, the
kind when time can drag for a policeman on patrol.

So, heeding his partner’s order, the rookie plucked a copy of
The Times from a lawn. The pair then drove off to read the
sports pages, unaware that a citizen had seen the theft.

But justice was swift and sure.

The two were brought before a police Board of Rights—
akin to a court-martial—and were found guilty. The rookie,

who had spent a spotless 10 months in the Los Angeles Police
Department, was ordered fired; his partner was suspended for
44 working days.

Chief Edward M. Davis later reduced the rookie’s penalty to

a 33-day suspension, equal to a pay loss of $2,277 for taking a
50-cent paper.

Had the rookie been a civilian, this case of very petty theft

never would have gone to court.

But as an officer, he committed the kind of sin that the po-
lice disciplinary system treats most harshly: acts reflecting ill

on LAPD or on an officer’s credibility.

A single drag on a marijuana cigarette, for example, usually
costs a policeman his job; a civilian would pay no more than a
$100 fine.

On the other hand, most violations of LAPD’s shooting poli-

cy in the last two years have been punished by no more than
a 10-day suspension; striking a handcuffed' suspect* often

brings only a few days off, and, unlike a civilian, -a .policeman

is almost never criminally prosecuted for such violent of-

fenses.
I

Such are the paradoxes inherent in the system of police po-
licing police.

‘

Affronts to image often are dealt with more severely than
harm or potential harm to persons. And punishments meted

22



put are (jommonly at odds with what the courts might pre-

scribe.

This disciplinary system may be the main raison Los An-
geles has perhaps the most corruption-free police department

of any large city.

But, isolated from civilian control or even scrutiny, the pro-

cess is a mix of administrative machinery and personal atti-

tudes that has brought it many critics among the public and
the police.

“Policemen think we’re too tough,” Comdr. Thomas Mc-
Tighe, head of LAPD’s Internal Affairs Division, said, “and

people on the outside think we’re too easy. So we’re in the

middle, and I guess that’s commendable.”

Commendable perhaps, but not always satisfactory.

Some city councilmen are calling for change, and the civili-

an Police Commission, which sets LAPD policy, is in the midst

of a major inquiry into how the disciplinary system works.

Many persons, especially among minority groups, believe

the system works poorly. They complain they are abused by
policemen and then their complaints are given lip service.

“I don’t think there’s a whole lot of faith in the system,”

said Bobby Black, senior attorney for the Greater Watts Jus-

tice Center, and others echoed the thought.

DISPOSITIONS OF COMPLAINTS

COMPLAINT
SUSTAINED;

ACT
DID OCCUR

COMPLAINT NOT ACCUSED
SUSTAINED; OFFICER
EVIDENCE EXONERATED

INCONCLUSIVE

COMPLAINT
UNFOUNDED;
AST DID

NOT OCCUR

COMPLAINTS ORIGINATING
FROM WITHIN L.A.P.O.

iilj CITIZEN

jgj COMPLAINTS

Marie Funk, who heads the American Civil Liberties'

Union’s Police Practices Complaint Center in Venice, esti-

mates that, judging by calls of inquiry, fewer than one in 10

complaints is actually filed with the police.

But there’s no doubt that LAPD puts major effort into its

complaint process.

Last year the department received 1,444 complaints (five

fewer than in 1975) and estimates it spent more than 60,000

man-hours investigating them.

About 35% of the allegations—generally the more serious

or “notorious” ones—were investigated by the 80-member
Internal Affairs Division. The rest were investigated by the

divisions to which the accus^^fficers were assigned.

That in itself is a matter o^Bie controversy.

Lawyers for legal services groups in Watts and East Los

Angeles, for example, urge citizens to file any complaints at

LAPD’s Parker Center headquarters, not at station houses.

Albert de Blanc Jr., a former LAPD sergeant and now a

public defender, agrees that sergeants at any of the 17 police

divisions can by their manner of questioning discourage, dis-

qualify or downgrade complaints.

“You have the question of integrity at the divisional level:

whether the sergeant is willing to take the complaint against

someone who may be a friend of his.

“This is a real problem,' not a theoretical one,” De Blanc

said.

Once a complaint is filed by whichever route (and com-

plaints can also be filed with the mayor, council members or

the Police Commission), the Internal Affairs Division reviews

it and assigns it to the accused’s division or to the Internal Af-

fairs Division for investigation. (Inquiries into police shoot-

ings, however, are handled under a different LAPD proce-

dure.)

About 40% of the complaints are filed by members of

LAPD, largely for such offenses as failure to complete re-

quired forms, insubordination and the like.

In the subsequent inquiry, investigators engage in what

McTighe calls “a search for the truth. We don’t care where

the chips fall.”

Indeed, many informed persons credit the Internal Affairs

Division with doing quality investigations.

But some critics point out as well that the city has a finan-

cial stake in protecting policemen because it can be held re-

sponsible for their on-duty acts. Internal Affairs Division re-

ports, thus, can play a part in civil suits against the city.

“I don’t see how you can be totally objective when in fact

one of your functions is to obtain the best evidence you can

for the city,” said Tom A. Stanley, a lawyer with the Los An-

geles Center for Law and Justice, an East Los Angeles group.

The two functions “conflict dramatically,” lawyer Black of

the Greater Watts Justice Center added. “When the Internal

Affairs Division interviews someone, they’re constantly look-

ing for evidence to justify the officer’s conduct.”

It is a charge the division denies. “Our primary purpose is

the disciplinary process and that’s what we’re interested in,"

Capt. John Cleghorn, the division’s chief investigator, said.

After the investigation—which may involve methods such

as surveillance or lie-detector tests—the complaint is classi-

fied as “sustained,” “not sustained,” “unfounded” or “exoner-

ated.”

“Sustained” means the alleged act did occur and was mis-

conduct. “Exonerated” means the act occurred but was justi-

fied and proper. Complaints are classified as “unfounded”

when investigation discloses that the act complained of did

not take place. And “not sustained” is the label used when the

evidence is inconclusive.

Overall, 44% of the adjudicated complaints were sustained

in 1976.

More than 87% of those complaints originating within

LAPD were sustained; for citizen complaints, however, the

rate was 17.1%.

“The differences in sustainment ratios for various offenses
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are striking,” Dr. Linda Wallen of the USC School of Public

Administration wrote after research into 20 years of the In-

ternal Affairs Division’s performance.

Intoxication and insubordination, for example, were among
those charges most likely to be sustained because conclusive

evidence is rather easily had. Other complaints of the type

usually filed by LAPD members, such as neglect of duty, also

are commonly sustained because they are subject to proof or

disproof.

“The picture is very different,” Dr. Wallen continued, “for

excessive force,” a complaint almost always lodged by a citi-

zen.

The average sustainment rate over the 20-year period was

6.3% on excessive-force complaints, she found.

Last year, Internal Affairs Division figures show, 8 of 67 ex-

cessive-force complaints, or 11.9%, were sustained. Seven of

those eight officers found guilty received suspensions of few-

er than 22 days; the other one was fired.

Some reasons for the relatively low sustainment rate on

such complaints are obvious. Often there are no witnesses to

the alleged offense, complainants aren’t familiar with the law

or with LAPD procedures, and what is “excessive” is, of

course, a value judgment.

But there may be other factors as well.

Some outside observers say the testimony of civilian wit-

nesses is discounted and that it is hard, if not impossible, to

sustain an excessive-force complaint unless one officer testi-

fies against another.

LAPD officials say that is not true, but they admit officers

stick together.

“I think there is a reluctance on the part of one officer to

testify against another where there is question of the degree

of force,” Comdr. McTighe said. This, he added, is because

street-wise policemen have a different perspective from that

of citizens at large on how much force is needed and when.

Although “acquiescing,” or not reporting a fellow officer’s

infraction, is itself an offense, the compulsion not to point a

finger at a partner can be strong.

In one case, for example, a police helicopter was flying over

a predominantly black high school when the students alle-

gedly made obscene gestures.

One of the crew members responded with an obscene racial

slur over the helicopter’s loudspeaker. The school principal as

well as most everyone in the vicinity heard the epithet.

Despite the abundant witnesses, the partner did not report

his comrade’s conduct. As a result, when others did complain,

both officers were punished with 10-day suspensions as well

as loss of flight status and the hefty salary bonus it carries.

Besides the comradeship that can impede investigation of a

citizen complaint, there may also be a tendency to give a fel-

low officer an edge.

“Probably, the department is as good as it is because of the

desire to be a model of rectitude,” one high official close to the

LAPD said. “There ;s also a tremendous emphasis on honesty

—anyone suspected of taking one dime or associating with a

Mafia type is severely punished.

“I don’t think they feel quite the same way about pulling

out a weapon and frightening somebody or grabbing some-

body.”

“I think dishonesty is dealt with very harshly and it should

be,” Police Commission Vice President Stephen Reinhardt

said.

But he added, “An area to be considered is whether gener-

ally the types of penalties fit the offenses and whether of-

fenses related to personal conduct are treated disproportion-

ately compared to, for instance, excessive force.”

One way in which the officer can be given the edge is in

defining the complaint.

The difference, for example, between “improper tactics”

and “excessive force” is a subjective one. But improper tactics

is a less serious complaint and, if sustained, brings lighter

penalties. Concern for morale, some believe, often dictates re-

latively light punishment in so-called brutality cases.

Protecting your own is part of the credo of professionalism,

USC’s Dr. Wallen explains. She compares policemen to sur-

geons who see themselves as taking risks in the operating

room for the public good.

Like them, policemen usually punish severely only gross

malpractice; much on-the-job conduct is treated with some

leniency because of the risks and dangers involved.

“Frequently in excessive-force cases, the punishment isn’t

heavy,” De Blanc, the former LAPD sergeant, said, “because,

the morale of the department is at stake.” If officers were se-

riously restricted in use of force, some would feel inhibited in

carrying out their jobs, he said.

“This sort of thing,” Dr. Wallen said in an interview, “does-

n’t need to be told by the chief. It’s part of the (police) heri-

tage.”

A study of two years of LAPD discipline shows something

of how “image” offenses are dealt with compared to more vi-

olent misconduct.

Although the explanation of offenses released by the Inter-

nal Affairs Division is very brief, it appears that improper tac-

tics in controlling an arrestee—kicking or choking him, for

instance—often is punished by a suspension of two to five

days.

An off-duty officer who solicits a prostitute, though, is fired.

An officer who when off-duty used his position to gain en-

try to a television show got the same punishment (loss of four

regular days off) as an off-duty officer who “unnecessarily

pointed gun at and kicked citizen.”

An officer who improperly discharged his shotgun at a ve-

hicle received a 10-day suspension, the same as another man
whose argument with his estranged wife brought policemen

running and who lied about the dispute to his supervisor.

A five-day suspension was given to a married policeman

who “cohabited” with another woman, but an off-duty officer

who “unnecessarily displayed” his gun and accidentally fired

it got the same punishment.

If the risks and stresses of the job tend to unite policemen

and color their discipline, it is true also that another common
bond can be dislike and distrust of the Internal Affairs Divi-

sion.

In fact, an officer’s feelings toward that division have been

compared to what some citizens feel about LAPD: antagonism

and an expectation of unfair treatment.

Internal Affairs Division investigators are referred to as

“headhunters,” and although it is denied by the leadership,,

there is a common belief that the division’s staff members win

promotions by the number of fellow officers they “get.” There



_js_also a,feeling that a policeman’s reputation within the de-

partment will affect what, if any, punishmentJ^eceives.

In addition, an officer may feel he is in douffjeopardy—li-

able criminally as well as to the Internal Affairs Division.

In fact, the Police Protective League, the policeman’s

union, has—much as the ACLU might do for criminal suspects

—pushed successfully for a “Policeman’s Bill of Rights.” That

state law, enacted last year, limits the use of lie detectors and

locker searches in internal discipline and allows the officer a

representative of his choice during questioning.

Particularly upsetting to the league are the Internal Affairs

Division’s efforts to regulate officers’ off-duty activity. These

complaints, often grouped under the general heading of “con-

duct unbecoming an officer,” numbered 312 last year, second

only to “improper tactics” (460).

However, about 51% of the complaints of conduct unbe-

coming an officer were sustained, compared to 20% of the im-

proper tactics charges.

“Let’s give the guilty bastard his trial and then hang him”

is too often the attitude of the Internal Affairs Division, said

Jerry Trent, an LAPD lieutenant who is also chairman of the

protective league’s legal committee.

“The department,” he added, "is very protective of its

image and if it has to sink an officer to protect its image, it

will.”

Trent, who once served the usual two-year stint as an In-

ternal Affairs Division investigator, was particularly critical

of charges brought against officers for converting an on-duty

contact to an off-duty relationship, such as an officer who
dates a woman he met on the job. He cited also cases in which

the Internal Affairs Division had staked out the apartment of

an officer’s girlfiend to see if he stayed the night.

“The crux of the situation,” Trent said, “is that if the de-

partment is in some way embarrassed, then disciplinary ac-

tion will follow. It’s left to their (Internal Affairs Division’s)

interpretation of what embarrasses the department.

“If some old lady or religious person makes a complaint, the

department theoretically could be embarrassed.”

Some members of the Police Commission also feel the divi-

sion gives too much emphasis to officers’ off-duty lives, partic-

ularly their sex lives.

“If it concerns an individual’s private love life and he (the

officer) has a girlfriend, whether he’s married or not, it

shouldn’t really be a subject of concern except to those per-

sons involved,” Commissioner Reinhardt said.

The fear, or at least healthy respect, that LAPD officers

have for the Internal Affairs Division is a source of pride as

well as apprehension.

“We have a code of conduct that is second to none,” one

captain, not a member of the division, said with pride. “One

manipulated (traffic) ticket can cost you your job. That’s how
stringent we are.”

One ranking official said: “If you steal a paper clip in this

department, they’ll have your head.”

A rank-and-file officer gave an illustration. Once he was

passing through an intersection in his squad car when he

spied a wallet in the street.

He stopped, got out and found more than $100 in it. He
looked at the money longingly. But then he paused, suspect-

ing an Internal Affairs “plant.”

“I looked around to see ifjnternal Affairs Division had a

camera on me,” he recalled^®) he later turned the money in.

“I guess,” he says, now in recognition of Internal Affairs’

omnipresence, “that it does hang over my head.”

After receiving the results of an investigation, the accused’s

commanding officer recommends to Internal Affairs whether

the complaint should be sustained. Internal Affairs is the final

arbiter of that.

The police 'don't like to be interfered with

by a bunch of people who have never been

on the streets . . /

But the accused’s commanding officer suggests a punish-

ment in sustained cases, and that recommendation goes up the

chain of command until, in many cases, it reaches the chief.

(In serious cases, or when the accused demands it, a Board

of Rights will be convened to hear the case and recommend a

penalty.)

Internal Affairs officials stress that each case is considered

on its own merits and in view “of the totality of circum-

stances.”

But another important ingredient in penalty-setting is

what’s called “anticipated reaction”—anticipating how the

next echelon will regard the prescribed punishment.

Close observers say this means Chief Davis’ imprint is

clearly on the LAPD disciplinary system. (He can revise any

penalty except in Board of Rights cases, where he can only

lessen, not increase, punishments.)

Marijuana use, for example, is dealt with severely. The

protective league’s Trent said he could recall only one case in

which an officer found guilty was not fired—and he was sus-

pended for six months.

By contrast, others point out, drunk driving when off duty

usually brings a 10-day suspension.

The chief, one intimate said, “has very, very strong feelings

about pot or any other form of narcotic.” That fact helps ex-

plain why marijuana use is punished so heavily but abuse of

alcohol is not, he said.

Davis is known as a hard-liner on sex-related complaints,

too. “They are dealt with severely,” conceded Capt. Cleghorn

of Internal Affairs.

The department’s stance on cohabitation reportedly has

mellowed in recent years.

But Internal Affairs still investigates cases in which the illi-

cit relation becomes publicly known and involves some un-

toward behavior, such as the presence of juveniles or an un-

ruly argument to which policemen are called.

The key, Internal Affairs officials say, is whether the de-

partment or the officer is put in a bad light by the tryst.

Presently, the police disciplinary process operates largely

unto itself.

The police; one official close to the department said, “don’t

like to be interfered with by a bunch of people' who have
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never been out in the street or gone down dark alleys.”

Board of Rights hearings, although often open to the public,
are not announced in advance. A monthly “rap sheet” pub-
lished by Internal Affairs gives officers’ ranks but not their
names and its description of the offenses is so terse as to be
misleading.

Investigative reports are confidential and Internal Affairs

refuses to make public the names of officers against whom
multiple complaints have been sustained.

“It’s an age-old police problem: peer association to the ex-
clusion of the community,” said one lawyer, questioning
whether the police should be essentially the sole arbiters of
their own conduct.

“Each branch of the municipal government—executive,
legislature, and judiciary—has potential ability to hold police

accountable for disciplinary actions and policy,” wrote Dr.
Wallen in her study of LAPD, “but none of them effectively
do so.”

In the courts, for example, officers are rarely prosecuted for
on-duty offenses, and civil suits, though increasing, are still

long, costly and rarely affect the officer directly.

However, there are efforts toward greater accountability.

The Police Commission, which is trying to reassert its au-
thority on a number of fronts, is studying the discipline pro-
cess. Some commissioners are known to be open to the idea
that serious complaints against policemen be investigated by
the District Attorney.

City Councilman David Cunningham, agreeing with that
idea, suggests that the commission could set up an appeals
board, such as exists for zoning cases, to hear appeals from
Internal Affairs rulings.

Other groups, such as the Coalition Against Police Abuse
and the ACLU’s Police Practices Complaint Center, prefer
that a civilian review board hear and decide complaints.

While such proposals are debated, the Police Commission
expects to put its mark on the disciplinary system in another
way as well.

Chief Davis is to retire in January. The commission, which
will pick his successor, intends that the new chief be particu-

larly progressive on matters of discipline and shootings.

As for the case of the stolen newspaper, the stiff 33-day
suspension handed the rookie was considered harsh by fellow

officers in LAPD’s Southwest Division.

But the young officer “was naturally elated” that he wasn’t
being fired, an LAPD memo said later, and at roll call he
volunteered a testimonial to the police disciplinary process.

High-ranking officers appeared at roll call to explain how
the system worked and to answer questions.

“The overall effect,” the memo added, “has been outstand-
ing. The disciplined officer gave assurances that he will never
be the subject of discipline again. His commanding officer

feels that this is a firm commitment, that the officer will ren-
der commendatory service ... and that the department’s dis-

ciplinary system is most judicious.”

LORE AND LEGEND OF ED DAVIS
LAPD's "Vince Lombardi

7

Is a Product
of a Special Time and Mood in History

BY JERRY COHEN
Times Staff Writer

Los Angeles County Sheriff Peter John Pitchess sat in his
handsome pecan-paneled office, reflecting on his friend and
fellow raconteur, Los Angeles Police Chief Edward Michael
Davis:

“Ed kids me. He introduces me as his ‘godfather.’ He says
everything he’s learned, he learned from me. I’m responsible
for everything he does right. Or everything he does wrong.”
Then the sheriff chuckled heartily, remembering an eve-

ning about a year-and-a-half ago in Washington, where he
and the chief were attending a conference.

As they were socializing with “other law enforcement peo-
ple, said the sheriff, the chief turned to him and asked:

Godfather, tell me this: What do you think I should run
for?”

The following dialogue, according to the sheriff, ensued:

Pitchess—What do you mean, what should you run for?

Davis—Should I run for mayor, or should I run for gover-
nor, or should I run for senator?

Pitchess—If you’re serious, I think you ought to run for God.
Davis—Well, I’ve thought of that.

“Ed has an ego, doesn’t he?” Pitchess asked roguishly.

When Pitchess’ tale was relayed to him, Davis laughed. But
he shook his head, drew deeply on his pipe and took good-hu-
mored exception:

Oh, that’s one of Pete’s little fabrications. He’s in the other
camp, you know. Younger’s.”

Atty. Gen. Evelle J. Younger is seeking the same Republi-
can gubernatorial nomination to which the chief aspires.
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March 28, 1991

b6
b7C

Bainbridge Island, Washington 98110

Dear

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles
Police Department incident is underway, and we are working
closely with the Department of Justice toward a timely
resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is
firmly committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of
Federal civil rights laws. In addition to investigating
allegations when they come to our attention, the FBI also
provides civil rights and stress management training to law
enforcement officers as part of our national police training
program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment
of criminal offenders.

Sincerely vours.

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C

Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) Enclosure
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Cleveland, Ohio 44120

06-Mar-1991 Wed 09:05

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Los Angeles, California

Your spokesman, Jim Neilson said that the bureau had decided to
investigate the incident as a possible civil rights violation may have
occurred in the beastial beating of a Black man (ex-convict Rodney Glenn
King) at the hands of a score of white police early Sunday morning.
There's no doubt about it. It IS a Civil Rights violation and a crime
against humanity! I am absolutely horrified!

This is any human's WORST nightmare and what Black people in this
country have lived through for 400+ years. You know it! I am the
mother of three sons and we are Black. To think that any of my sons
could be subject to this treatment anywhere in the world is unspeakable.

This is .the same behavior practiced by gangs and each and every one of
the men that participated in this inhumane assault should be
imprisoned... as well as those that watched and did nothing.

Tracking the perpetrators is easy. They called in on their radios to

say they were responding, the initiators and the "assistance” givers.
Deal with them! and deal with them to the fullest ext ent of the law.
The names of some of the witnesses

[
| and

| [ are
already known. I hope nothing happens to them.

b6
b7C

BLOOD is on the hands of every man involved in this matter! Too bad we
are not in an country where justice could be swift and appropriate.
Other reports coming from Los Angeles about similar incidents now
suddenly seem valid now that it's gone national and has been documented.
Please don't stop until all of these people are truly punished so that
other "law enforcement" people everywhere will know that this cannot and
will not be condoned.

Watching the paper for what happens, I remain

Yours truly,
b6
b7C
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Los Angeles, Ca . 90016
March 11,1991

b6
b7C

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Building
11000 Wilshire Blvd

.

Westwood ,Ca . 90024

Dear F .B . I . :

I am writing this letter concerning the incident about Mr. Rodney
King. When I learned of this I was outraged. How could anyone sane
continue to beat a person that can't defend himself. First,he was
tied up and second he didn't do anything serious enough to be asked
to get out of the car. If he was only speeding all they had to do
was give him a ticket and be on their way. Everyone was so wrapped
up in that war no one was paying attention to what was going on in
our country. I never really liked the L.A. police anyway because
they pull people (blacks )over for no apparent reason. But I gave
them respect. Now, I have no respect for them. Not all are bad but
most are. Yes, I am black and a junior in high school who is
concerned about the safety and well being of people especially
minorities. And I pray that Rodney King and those police officers
get what they deserve.

Also about Darryl Gates, I agree he should step down. I've heard
that he is prejudiced. I also agree with what my teacher said, "He
must not be concerned because he put those police officers behind
the desk". If I were him I would have put them on suspension.

One last thing, the police logo"to protect and serve"most don't
deserve to have it on their cars.

Sincerely

,

U
b6
b7C

SEARCHED.

SERIALIZED.
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March 19, 1991

RE: Statement made by Daryl Gates on Channel 7 News at 6:00 A.M.
this morning.

Gates remarked: "Perhaps this (referring to the beating of Rodney
King) will be a vehicle that will get him going down a better road."
I am aghast at this statement. Is Gates suggesting that the beating
which his officers inflicted on Rodney King on Sunday 03-02-91 ought
to teach him a lesson? Is Daryl Gates proposing brutality as.-, a.,

principle for "straightening" out a perpetrator of crime? Would
Gates recommend this method for correcting his officer's behavior?
God forbid if I had had my own skull fractured in as many places to
teach me a lesson in behavior! Many of us including Daryl Gates
would not have any brains left.

So far every statement made by Gates regarding this episode has im-
plicated him further.

Rpgrwarffnl 1 w

Thousand Oaks/C/CA

Copies

:

L.A. Times
Mayor Tom Bradley
ACLU
FBI —
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Date: 28 March 1991

To : FBI
11000 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1700
Los Angeles, Ca. 90024
Special Attn: Civil Rights Matters

From:

Hacienda Haights, Cal 91745
(home

)

l_LKork)

Dear sir:

I am writing this letter to expose the racism and brutality
I have witnessed while I was a police officer in the Los Angeles
Police Department . I joined the LAPP ini I and was
asRi gned to

luring
that time,

RACISM IN THE LAPD

Racism is rampant in the LAPD, especially in the San Fernan-
do Valley Divisions. Many officers wish to work with white
police officers in the "white populated" divisions, such as in
the Valley divisions. Most white officers also prefer to work
away from heavy minority areas and prefer to work in heavy Cauca-
sian populated areas such as West Valley Division, North Holly-
wood, Van Nuvs Division. Foothill Division, and Devonshire Divi-
sion. |

one black police officer and
about two or three Hispanic police officers!

In the Police Academy, we were all taught the proper use of
force. However the class on race relations was a total failure.
Nothing was learned from the black captain who taught the class
for two days. No meaningfull communication occurred between the
black captain and all police recruits in the class. When the
black officer asked who in the class knew racial innuendoes and
stereotypes, several recruits overwhelmed him by mentioning
several stereotypes about blacks and the class laughed at all of
them.

l
i
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One of | told me when he
worked in Central Division, he concluded blacks were stupid and
blacks did not deserve his services or protection as a police
officer. He preferred to work in white or Hispanic areas only.
He also looked down on officers working in black areas (such as
Southwest Division or 77th Division) as less intelligent.

Another of
|

l
used to be a nice area until the illegal

aliens came and fucked it up".

Another
|

said to me," "You don't find very many niggers
. i • r* _

in Worth Hollywood, mostly whites and Hispanics. So if you see a
nigger in a white area, you’ve got probable cause to stop him."

b6
b7C

One of
|

at the time) loved to
imitate blacks in a degrading and disrespectful manner in front
of other white police officers. He would move his body like a
black person and try to talk like a black person. No blacks were
around when he did this.

Another one of|

years veteran on the LAPD at that time) to±d me, "tne best way to
get along with a nigger is to jive ’em, just jive ’em."

b6
b7C

Another one of
| |

indicated
to me there are "blacks" whom he respected, and there are "nig-
gers", who were lazy and whom he disliked. He indicated some
"nigger" attempted to

| |
one time. He also indicated

that illegal aliens (Hispanics ) get up very early in the morning
hurrying in the streets to go to work. But niggers are lazy and
you never see them up early in the morning hurrying for work.

I heard one of the watch commanders
word nigger when referring to a black suspect in a
with other white officers.

use the
conversation

b6
b7C

Racial jokes are a favorite past-time with LAPD officers.
There are more racist jokes in the LAPD than in any other non-law
enforcement profession and most jokes are about blacks.

One officer H(name unknown) in a
| suspension for

i

| in a black family home
in front of other officers and the black family. Also the same
officer 1 i

1 1 inside the home in front of other
officers. He 1

1 1
Ifor using the word "nigger" on

tne police radio*
j |

J
He told us racist jokes for 3 long hours.

2



The most bigoted police officers work in Foothill, Devon-
shire, West Valley, North Hollywood and Van Nuys Divisions. Most
officers have to work in assigned areas while on probation.
After probation they can request to work in almost any division.
As stated earlier, most prefer not to work in heavy minority
areas

.

racist

,

everyone was a

I and several
~I but the rest



I need not mention the recently expressed outrage by Hispan-
ic and black officers on the LAPD’s lack of promotion for Hispan-
ics and blacks. Promotions for blacks and Hispanics are still
stymied by white officers who sit as gods on promotion boards.
D. Gates and his white ruling top brass cronies always have and
always will deny racism is the reason for not promoting minori-
ties .

The main justification used by Gates and his crony top brass
is that hiring should be based on competence rather than race.
However true and just that sounds, this is the main excuse used
for denying promotions to minorities and hiring minorities.

As a reminder, the LAPD was forced by the Federal Government
in a law suit in 1980 or 1981 to hire certain percentages of
Hispanics, blacks and women. I do not know the contents of the
law suit, but it certainly was justified. I heard D. Gates on TV
was severely opposed to the idea but reluctantly had to accept
it

.

BRUTALITY IN THE LAPD

I witnessed a few incidents of brutality from

and some other unknown officer, perpetrated the
excessive use of force in two separate cases.

b6
b7C
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There is an untold philosophy which fellow officers’ behav-
ior follow in brutality incidents. I witnessed that most police
officers often tolerate their partner’s brutal beating of a
suspect because:

a. They are friends or have good working relationships and they
do not want to change it over the roughing up of a worthless
criminal

.

b. No one believes the suspect or even witnesses over the
officers in brutality cases unless it’s on a movie camera.

c. If you rat on your buddy for using excessive force, you may
lose one or more of the friends you work with or you may become
an outcast (thrown out of the brotherhood or click).

d. You also may not get backup on an urgent radio call that you
may seriously need from the officer(s) you ratted on.

e. If a supervisor is at the scene and if the supervisor allows
brutality to occur and does nothing, most officers will also do
nothing to prevent the brutality or stop it from continuing
because they feel it is the supervising sergeant’s job at the
scene to do it. By stopping a brutal incident, a police officer
may get in trouble with the supervisor and transgressing his
authority.

SUMMARY

If the minority quotas forced on the LAPD by a Federal law
suit around 1980 or 1981 had not taken place, I am positive there
would be more and worst cases of police brutality by white offi-
cers on minorities, more civil rights violations of minorities
and race riots and public outrage directed against the LAPD.
This would be especially true in the San Fernando Valley Divi-
sions .

Firing Daryl Gates will not solve the racism/brutality
problem either. Gates will simply be replaced by some deputy
chief who thinks just like Gates unless the candidate truly will
not tolerate racism and brutality. Chief Gates and his cronies
have never and will never admit there is widespread racism in the
LAPD, especially in the San Fernando Valley Divisions. If he
did, it would reflect failure on Daryl Gates’ part for the last
13 years. The LAPD top brass has a cowboy mentality which looks
the other way when police officers use excessive force and vio-
late the civil rights of minorities. They often get away with it
due to lack of witnesses and the automatic credibility bestowed
on police officers by the courts. This cowboy mentality and
racism is an LAPD tradition and is pervasive throughout the LAPD,
especially in the San Fernando Valley Divisions. LAPD officers

6



who become involved in police brutality always file false police
reports on the incident and/or justify whatever force they used,
no matter how excessive, on their reports.

A recruit can be taught all the proper and complete proce-
dures on the use of force, but you can’t change the heart and
racist nature of a bigot at the Police Academy. A bigot officer
chooses NOT to follow proper procedures in the use of force.
This is why Daryl Gates* intent to take police training and
procedures brick by brick to reevaluate them is a waste of time.
A bigot officer will do whatever he wants inspite of proper rules
taught at the Police Academy. Therefore Gates offers no real
solution to the traditional problem of racism and police brutali-
ty.

Ways to prove police brutality should be improved. One
would practically have to carry a camera at all times to prove
brutality. In most cases, only the officer is believed, not the
victim of the brutality. Not even witnesses are believed in most
cases over the police officer(s).

Former Police Chief Ed Davis, surprisingly, gave one good
solution to the problem: Pass a law that which would make it a

felony for any fellow police officer to stand idly by and watch
while some other police officer brutally beat a suspect unneces-
sarily. Make it an LAPD directive to take disciplinary action
against police officers who use racial slurs at minorities at any
time on the job. This may provide a system of checks and bal-
ances which may solve the racist and brutality problem. The
bottom line is: Since we live in a democracy, it’s OK if a

police officer wants to be a racist, but the officer should not
be allowed to violate the civil rights of anyone as a result of
his racism. People who think they will wipe out racism inside an
individual are sadly mistaken and will always live in a fairy
tale world. The solution is for LAPD management to make sure no
results of a person’s racist nature comes out on the job, such as

violence and yelling racial slurs at suspects. Gates and his
cronies have never provided any directives to accomplish this and
have always looked the other way.

The LAPD may be one of the best police departments in the world,
but racism and brutality go along with that image. I do not want
to contribute any taxpayer money for racist and brutality law-
suits brought on by racist and brutal police officers (Rodney
King’s $80 million + lawsuit for example) How many more of these
lawsuits can Los Angeles afford before it goes broke?

Yours truly,

b6
b7C
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April 3, 1991
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Kirkland, Washington 98033

Dear

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A
i

thorough
(

FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.
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Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs
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April 3, 1991

Mrs. [

Pekin, Illinois 61554

Dear Mrs.

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over
issues that have been of great interest to the American public.

A
>

thorough _ FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

If you have information about a specific incident
involving a possible violation of Federal law within our
investigative jurisdiction, you should contact the FBI office
nearest you, the telephone number of which appears on the
inside cover of most local directories.

t nr<DT,o i

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
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April 3, 1991

Mr. I I

|

1 1—

|

hie

Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina 28480

Dear Mr.

Your recent communication to the Director of the FBI
has been

(

referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern
over an issue that has been of great interest to the American
public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely yours,

P~ b6
b7C

Inspector inCharge
Office of Public Affairs

Charlotte - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure
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April 3, 1991

silver Spring, Maryland 20902

Dear Ms.

Your recent correspondence to the Director of the FBI
has been . referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern
over an issue that has been of great interest to the American
public.

A
<

thorough
t

FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely vours.

Inspector in 'Charge b6
Office of Public Affairs b7c

Baltimore - Enclosures (3)
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosures
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March 11,. 1991

Silver Sp. , Mid. 20902

Chief
Federal Bureau of

Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:
-

Eeing an agency that is responsible for seeing that justice prevails

throughout the country, I am referring this case to your office.

' I do hope you will look into the situation and, , if appropriate, have

the Chief of Police and all of the policemen who participated, in the brutal
= attack on Mr. King fired and jailed for the crime they have committed.

.Los Angeles, California, is known for police brutality. They have disgraced ‘

I this country.

Attention is invited to the inclosures and I’m sure you will acquiesce.

Incls.

Sincerely
b6
b7C



Los Angeles, CA

Dear Sir:

’

Inis letter is to point out the injustice shewn Mr. King, Mardi 3, 1991 which loads •

your state, city and Police Department look horrible in the eyes of the world. Your
officers demonstrated' to the world what a despicable, unjust, - vile/

1

barbaric and inhumane
Police Department exists in' Ids Angeles, California.

_

'^cur P°li-cs officers continued to beat, kick, and brutalise this gentleman after he
- had ^been handcuffed, and proved no threat to any of the officers* It is obvious that the
Police Department has been guilty of police brutality and sadistic treatment to individuals
but were able

.

to be exonerated because there was never, or so the Police- Department stated,
sufficient evidence to find them guilty. However, this time it is a clear-cut case and
there is evidence that your officers used undue force and barbaric tactics on Mr. King,
resulting in his. body being crushed and of being beaten until he almost died.

Yha officers involved in the uncalled for beating and all of those observing
tills despicable action should be fined, tried, and jailed, because the video pictures
attest to the fact that they are guilty. Khen Carol Simpson gave the news ’-torch 9,
she stated tiiat one of the officers had been suspended previously without pay because of
being accused of police brutality.

I called California and was informed that these brutal police officers were
only taken off street duty and were given inside duty.- This seems to be compensating then:

'

for their lav/lesa , ugly crime, They should be suspended without pay and when found
guilty, which they should be, from the video tame, PIPED AMD JAILED, - •

All of you should be role models and pacesetters U bufe instead your actions
reveal those of oeward, lawless, sadistic, barbaric radiren, who cause riots, dernotetratiens,

- and are not capable of adidnistrating justice to anyone. Police brutality is one of the
. main issues that caused the Watts riot some years .ago and this incident night cause another,

I an: sure Suddara Jiussan, as heartless as he is, would, not Iiave inflicted" such
brutal treatment on American soldiers, vfao are ;supposed to be his enemies, the way those
so called police ^officers treated' Mr. King for a small infraction of speeding, which. is the
charge against him. I didn’t see ones soldier return from the Persian Gulf battered •:

md bruised the way Mir. King was,. and. I watched intently os the aircrafts landed at various
installatioiis. I also read everything -I could find regarding their treatment while in
the Persian Gulf and none of them looked as badly or were treated as severely as

"

Mr. King was here in his <xm country.
•



While Secretary Janas Baker is in the Middle Bast trying to negotiate peace
tetrs between the Palsstinanians and pFp&gz' ycMr police officers are creating .

unrest, chaos, pandemonium and colorable acts of violence here in the Cfoited States.
You and your police officers have disgraced this Nation in the eyes of the world.

I am a law abiding citizen and t have taught tty two sons to always Obey
(

the law. few I presume you understand the reason so many young adults call the
' '

police officers, who axe supposed to protect citizens *PIGSft for their action bn
March 3 proved precisely what they aria.

All medical expenses should be paid by the city of 2os Angeles and Mr. King
should be conpensafced for the undeserving, unwarranted, and uncalled for suffering
he is enduring and will for a considerable length of time. In fact, he will never be
the sane. I might add,

_

tint every station on TV that gives the nevra, told tills
despicable story regarding this poor, defenseless man who became a •victim of
ICS AS&EOSS, CA, POLICE BHnaLHY .

. {•

The gentleman- who took tiie pictures .with the video should be applauded.
Ka did a magnificent job and I know you and your officers regret it.

Sincerely,

CC: Honorable Thomas Bradley - Mayor
honorable Pete Wilson - Governor
Chief - Federal Bureau of Investigation/^'--'

—

~

. Honorable George Bush, President ft Oonrrander in Chief

.

HhACP



L.A. Cops
In the most poignant moment of his is the responsibility of the chief. The

recent address to Congress on the war 41-year veteran was around, but not

in the Gulf, President Bush described chief of police, when police brutishness

the scene we had seen on television: triggered the 1965 riot that made Watts
~

four Iraqi soldiers emerging from their a household word. But he was chief when
bunker, "broken, tears streaming from he authorized the use of the choke hold,

their eyes, fearing the worst.” which led to the deaths of 15 detainees, a

And “then there was this American dozen of them black. It was during his

soldier. Remember what he said? He watch that complaints of police overreac-

said: ‘It's okay. You're all right now. tion (ranging from beating to racial slurs^
You're all right now/ ” to baseless arrests) reached the stagger-

~

That scene, said the triumphant pres-
q

ing total of some 350 a week. The city is

ident, says a lot about America. paying out some $3.5 million to $5
:

It does indeed. But so does another million a year in police-abuse settle- -'

tableau we saw on our TV screens last ments, according to a spokesman for the- '

week: a handcuffed, black man being Southern California ACLU. •*

beaten senseless by* a gang of white Indeed, it is likely that official toler-.' ,

police officers. The contrast between ation of these outrages—both by Gates: \

those two scenes—one on a battlefield, and by Mayor Tom Bradley, himself an,

'

the other in Los Angeles—is a useful ex-policeman—is the main reason it con-.
*

description of the gap between the tinues. Any number of bad police depart-

"

American ideal and the American reality. ments (including the Prince George's'; vJ
I had hoped that Daryl F. Gates, Los County force) have cleaned up their acts*

*'

f J

Angeles' chief of police, might, have been after the appointment of chiefs who made *
,

/»

moved by the presidents remarks to try clear that they would not tolerate police, • l

to rid his city of the police brutality, . brutality.

-which is its continuing disgrace. InsteadJ, To listen to some residents of Los’

his resort was to PR games, r Angeles, the major difference between

Listen to him. The assault (videotaped
,
the recent beating and scores—perhaps*

by an alert citizen) was an aberration, he
|

hundreds—of others is that this one was

'

isays. Race wasn't a factor; it just hap- F videotaped and, therefore, undeniable,

pened that Rodney King was black and } Even so, it took from Sunday to Thurs-
*

that the 15 cops involved were white, day for the chief to announce that all 15
The three officers photographed clubbing

*
of the officers would be investigated by

and kicking their victim (while a dozen £the department and to ask that afrninal

more, including a supervising sergeant, ^charges be filed against the three who
stood watching) may have been guilty of II took turns clubbing and kicking the hand-

“excessive force,” but the 25-year-old fl cuffed man.

King “created” the incident § All these things ought to be done, of-

*

Of course he did. By doing 115 mph in f course. But doing them grudgingly, un-;!

a Hyundai its manufacturer says never Jder duress, as Gates is doing, serves only-;

reached 100 in company tests, by resist- 4pto minimize their effect. The impression
.

ing arrest while face down on the pave-
1

is that Gates cares less about the brutali-
'

ment with his hands cuffed behind him % ty that persists in his department than
*

and—who knows?—perhaps by being * about the damage to his public relations, ' l

provocatively black. But what happened in Los Angeles :•

The chief finds the whole affair unfor- • goes beyond PR, even beyond the crimi-‘

tunate but principally, it seems, because nal conduct of a handfui of police officers

of danger that his entire 8,300-member sworn to uphold the law. It goes to the
*

force might be “tarred” by the brutality . fundamental question of what America i?
~

of a few club-happy cops. Neither his . and aspires to be.

words nor his actions suggest outrage L Neither the poignancy of the Gulf-
that the things black people have been jlscene described by the president, nor the'

-

saying about LA cops have turned out Mshame of the scene recorded by Hollk *•

to be graphically, documentary true, ff day's camera, had anything to do with ^

That's the thing that provokes anger f the qualities of the two terrified men aK.
not just in Los Angeles but across the the center of the TV screen: one an

land. The savagery recorded by Holli- enemy soldier, the other a suspected

day's new video camera would have been speeder and convicted robber. What
enough to cause heads to roll even if the moved us was the behavior of those who *

L.A. police department had, to that point, acted on our behalf. In one case, they *;

been a model of decorum. Given the long made us proud to be Americans; in the

history of racial allegations against mem- other, they called into question our fun- ••

bers of the department, and the chiefs damental humanity,

apparent inability to curb his men, the Wouldn't it be wonderful if our elation ..

head that should roll now sits squarely on over what happened in the Gulf could be J
*

the stiff neck of Chief Gates. matched by our outrage over what con- _

That's not to say that all the brutality tinues to happen here at home?
— -T'

/



April 3, 1991

<5

MsJZZ

PUSM6, Colorado 81003

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to the FBI has been referred to me
for reply. We appreciate your concern over an issue that has
been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

,

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights, laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely vours.

b6

inspector in Charge b7

Office of Public Affairs

Denver - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure

v^hUiCr)
|

in..
SERIALIZED

APR 13 1991

FBI - LOS ANGELES

b6
b7C
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Pueblo. CO 81003

March 7, 1991

FBI
Washington, DC 20535

Dear FBI :

LA's Proud Police Force

We have seen repeatedly the video of the most recent beating by your .

LA police force. Words cannot describe the feelings of America about
this. You no doubt are getting the message loud and clear from
everywhere, as you rightly should.

If you don’t force the chief to resign, and charge every cop at the
scene with a serious charge, even you should be removed from office.
This is the worst brutality I have ever seen.

Those wielding the clubs and kicking the man should be sentenced to
many years in prison. Those cops who stood by and watched & did
nothing to stop it should be charged as accomplices. As .this has
happened a number of times in the recent past. This chief is
obviously condoning such action and should be removed from office
without delay. The whole bunch are a total disgrace to humanity, let
alone to their uniforms. This is precisely the reasons the public
feels the way they do about cops

.

Laying on the ground avoiding any contact with the cops are full proof
the' man was resisting arrest! The bastards should be damned glad I
wasn't armed and a witness to their actions. You may be assured many
of them would be dead at the scene.-

Mayor Bradley
Cal Gov. '

Depf of Justice/civil rights
FBI/DC
White house



April 3, 1991

Mr. I I

East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816

Dear Mr. I I:

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to the FBI and others has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A
(

thorough . FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

inspector m Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C

Newark - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure

CI‘RCtiED_

SERIALIZED
b6
b7C

APR 11 1991

F£,_- LOS ANGELES

\/
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1 EAST BRUNSWICK. ft5 08816

J FAX
9 Mar 91

American Civil Liberties Union
Amnesty International
Ms. Elizabeth Dole, Int’l Red Cross
United Nations Human Rights. Commission
Federal Bureau Of Investigation

re: Government violations of Human Rights in LA. Iraq. & NJ

Dear Protectors of Human Rights:

”We the people, in order to form a more perfect union" with
many honorable friends and family on Police Forces and in Armed
Forces and in order to restore universal respect for human
rights, law and order do hereby petition the government to
redress of 3 recent greviances , -namely:

1) inhuman beatings & excessive force by LAPD
2) abridged freedom of press & erroneous force in Iraq
3) abridged- freedom of speech in East Brunswick, NJ.

1 ) We petition immediate dismissal of all Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) members present at the brutal beating of Mr.
R. G. King and petition the FBI to expedite swift .justice .

Policemen watching/approving the criminal assault and
obviously "cruel and unusual punishment” (regardless of
unproven allegations) by at least 3 of fellow LAPD
represents a scandalous neglect of duty, law, order and
Constitutional right of due process.

People sworn to duty to uphold human rights, such as
Police Forces and Armed Forces derive their authority,,
power and force from right, not might, i.e. from the
informed consent of ’ the governed who demand justice.
Clearly we the people consent to Peace thru Justice
i.e. thee & me in equality and equal protection of Mr.
R. G. King, as innocent until proven guilty beyond
reasonable doubt’. We the • people must doubt that
justice can be served by these .15-20 LAPD who put

. themselves above the law, refused to enforce' it and are
incapable- of proving their innocense or future trust.

We also petition due honor and praise and thanks for Mr. George
Holliday. There can be no holiday from justice especially when
citizens have founded fears so as ndt to get involved or to.
just say "let George do it."God bless/spread George Holliday’s
courage, information displayed and trust in fair & free press:

.

2) We the people petition restoration of freedom of the press
abridged duri.ng. the recent war alleged to restore freedom in
Mideast.. We petition immediate access for the. press , Amnesty
International ,. and ' International Red Cross to obtain a quick
and ' accurate "body count" because ' each body counts, whether
friend or foe. Large discrepancies of ‘ numbers need - correction.

b6
b7C



• •
We the people reject the US Army Commander’s claim "we’re not
in the" body count business" and assert carpet bombing of
p© rsian rugs, women and children that killed over 7,000
civilians violates the certain, self- evident truth that the
Gift of Life is inalienable.

Using “smart bombs” and dumb "Intel! igence" that turned
hundreds of women and children (alleged to be in
"command and control") into ashes on Ash Wednesday is
neither a just war or holy war to Americans or to
Arabs. We petition an account of DoD deficiencies and
errors so as to be corrected rather than repeated.

We the people admire the President’s use of the earlier reports
by Amnesty International of human rights violations by Iraq and
petition the US government via Amnesty International to secure
comparable respect and attention to saving human life and human
rights in this country also, and to assist the Red Cross in
Iraq to be sure every wounded body is healed and to re-affirm
that every body counts because of the certain, self-evident
truth that each Gift of Life from the Creator is inalienable,
i.e. nontransferrable.

"Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have
resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the
conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in
which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and
belief, and freedom from fear and want has been
proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common
people," (UN Declaration of Human Rights)’

W©

—

the people also petition redress from the United. Nations,
under Article 8 of UN Declaration of Human Rights so that

“any man (woman & child) and any nation that seeks
peace—and hates war—and is willing to fight the good
fight against hunger, and. disease, and ignorance and
misery will find the United States of America by’ their
side,, willing to walk.with them-r-walk with them every
step of the way." (President L.B. Johnson 17Sec63)

3 ) We the people petition to restore fairness and freedom of
ep.eg.ch in the East Brunswick' Township Council during, the
assigned public portion. We petition that when and. if a
reasonable time limit must be imposed, that it be fairly and
uniformly imposed on each and every speaker, who may otherwise
be granted additional times on later agenda in the nonpublic
portion of the Council meetings.

.

We seek to redress the arbitary and capricious
allowance of over 15 minutes for one government worker
to speak ' for herself and her job and’ the unprecedented
abridegement .of free speech of a taxpayer speaking
against erroneous ./ excessive force in' Iraq and
inadequate force in US against Japan’s convicted
dumping of info displays. Freedom of .speech ev.idently
.was .abridged by the Council’s partisan GOP politics

• because .longer, prior speeches by the- same speaker
critical of the other party were unabridged & praised.-

Respent.fnnv vonrs f I .

b6
b7C



April 3, 1991

Mr. I

|

Los Angeles, California 90032

Dear Mr. :

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public

.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director' Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

b6
b7C

inspector m Charge
Office of Public Affairs

Cinnorolw

- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure
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April 3, 1991

Mr. I

i'nnaaeipnia , Pennsylvania 19150

Dear Mr. | I:

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough
<

FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely yours,

Inspector fin Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C

Philadelphia - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure

\







April 3, 1991iJ

Mr. I

j
I

Mill valley, California 94941

Dear Mr. :

b6
b7C

Your recent . letter to the FBI has been referred to me
for reply. We appreciate your concern over an issue that has
been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

g ir irnnvn

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C

San Francisco - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure



March 15, 1991

P.B.I.
Washington, D. C..

I am writing about the recent news that the
P.B.I. .is doing an in-depth investigation into police
brutality as a result of the savage and long beating
on the unarmed and 'unresisting man in L.A. I -understand
that the three officers doing the beating are being
charged for it. I strongly believe that all the officers-
witnessing this- crime and not taking action to stop it
were also guilty and are' also criminals and need to be
charged.

In addition, I am looking forward to your
in-depth investigation in that many police brutality
cases involving -injuries suffered by unarmed and unresisting
Christians who were brutally attached with -torture and
restraining devices meant for animals, when their civil
rights were denied them and they were arrested in connection
with Operation Rescue. Hundreds, maybe thousands of
these cases have been shelved by the justice dept, of our
''free" land. These crimes were also video taped, filmed

'

and televised. You should have little trouble in your
investigation finding all the evidence you need including
pictures of the offending officers.

I look forward to seeing action taken in all these
police brutality cases and will follow this matter closely.

A response is requested from you to my letter.



April 3, 1991

Mr. I

~

Huntington Beach, California 92648

Dear Mr.
| |:

Your recent letter to the Director of the FBI has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A
(

thorough
>

FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely yours.

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

1J- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure

APR 1 : 1991
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Huntington Beach CA 92648

Mr William Webster March 13, 1991
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
10th & Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Webster;

am writing to urge a thorough investigation of a Los Angeles
ity police force. The well publicized beating of a motorist by
embers of the force appears to confirm a pattern of abuse of
uman rights that has been apparant under the leadership of
herrif Bradley Gates.

Sinr/Srol v

CC Hon Tom
Sher ri f

Br adl ey
Brad Gates



April 3, 1991

Mr. I

ureenport, New York 11944

Dear Mr. I I:

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

.

If
| |

who you mentioned, wishes to lodge a
complaint involving a Federal violation within the FBI's
investigative jurisdiction, he can contact the FBI office nearest
him, the telephone number of which appears on the inside cover of
most local directories.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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April 3, 1991

Mr. I I

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80933

Dear Mr. I I:

b6
b7C

The copy of your letter to Mayor Tom Bradley, which you
sent to Director Sessions, has been referred to me for reply. We
appreciate your concern over an issue that has been of great
interest to the American public, and I want to thank you for also
sharing with us your personal experience with the law in 1972.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

Sincerely yours,

Inspector ijf Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C

Denver - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure
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Mayor Tom Bradl^j^
* Los Angeles, Ca^Pf.

Mayor Bradley,

.Mar 91

I am typing this letter to you because of the recent video-taping
and exposure of your police beating a motorist, a Mr. Rodney
King.

I had a somewhat similar experience, but I was spared the 'beating
frenzy' that befell Mr. King.

In 1972, I was employed and based My employment was

I cannot recall the exact date.

I believe I was about the first a taxi.

the only reason that I didn't get the full ' L. A. frenzy welcome

1

noticed a Dolice cruiser was exactly
I
I also noticed tnat

both officers were looking at me and were laughing. I told the

as illuminated with
red lights. I did notice that the cruiser had fallen back, but
I did not notice the cruiser had pulled immediately behind us.

After what seemed like hours, I heard shouting from the back of
the I I I could not discern the words, but figured the

|chewed out royally. Little did I know that
I was the center of attention. What was being shouted was, "Get
out of the car, Mex! Get out with your goddamned hands up!"

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

All during this time I was being called "Spik, Mex, and Greaseball".
I demanded an explanation for this and was open-hand cuffed
across my face. I could not believe this was happening to me.



PAGE 2 of cont ' d

Mayor Bradley

I shouted a demand to know what was happening to me and by whose
authority.

At this point/ I was told that
I I. was further slapped across my face and

kicked on my leg. I always thought my leg was kicked in a mis-
placed kick to my groin, but now I believe the officer must have
hit me with his club.

A crowd started to gather to watch, I advised the 'crazv' that

i

. i

t

crazy pushed my face into the building and kicked my legs to
increase the spread-eagle stance I was put into. I could barely
breathe, and could taste the blood from my split lips; my leg
was killing me;

All the time this was happening,
The other officer was crouched behind the cruiser door with a
pistol pointed at me. That officer never said a word.

The 'crazy* would not let me get my wallet from my suit jacket,
so he removed my wallet himself. In doing so, he also ripped
.Part Qf mv su i t jacket nnolrpt He then looked at the

|

At this point the 'c
was damned lucky the

e he had another call and that I

wasn't pressing for my arrest.

After this the two officers just got into their car as if nothing
had happened. I'm running around like a rat trying to collect
all my. papers that the 'crazy' had thrown on the sidewalk and
were being blown away by a prevailing wind. I did not collect
all my papers -

, but ran in front of .the cruiser to stop it to get
the identification of it so I could take some type of legal
action fro this ungodly police behavior.

This was a mistake as the 'crazy', who was not driving, got out
.of the car and slapped the hell out of me again. He then tells
me that if I do not get my "greaseball ass out of there NOW," he
was going to arrest me for assaulting a police officer and attem-
pting I I

At this point the came to my side and walked me . back
to the cab. Mayor Bradley, I've, got to tell you that the crap
that is now in the newspaper has been going on for quite a while.

When we arrived at the
| [

I a.gkpd.to ho - taken to a
motel we had -just passedT 1 asked the I [what the hell
he had told - the cops such. that they beat my butt like they did?



PAGE 3 of cont '

d

Mayor Bradley

He told me the egos told him thatf
he told the cops

He said
The crazy cop than

told the
| | he better remember. get the storv right or he was

give me any information and said he had to support his family and
was not going to get involved with any crazy cops. He asked a very
good question of me. Who is going to help him when the cops stop
him and he is by himself?

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

This really floored me, a afraid to help me because
he feared the cops involved would come back and get him

I called a police station, immediately upon getting to work the
next morning. I was told to drive to the closest police station
and fill out a report. I refused to do this and demanded to be
able to speak to the CHIEF OF POLICE to report this beating. I
was told I could not do this but under the circumstances, an
officer would be dispatched to
report.

to obtain the

Sometime about noon two officers arrived to interview me. They
listened to my complete story and then asked for identification
of the officers and taxi driver. This sounded like an echo as I
had just told them I did not get this information as my evening
had been pretty hectic.

The detectives remarked I did not have any meaningful complaint
as I could not produce any witnesses nor could I' document any
of my allegations . The split li-ps..’ and torn suit pocket meant noth-
ing as they could have been self induced.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

I advised the detectives I would take a polygraph’. I asked them to
help me by using all of their resources to locate these ‘crazies'.

I was told the police dept, was to busy to get involved in a
'witch hunt,' particularly since I could not document a single
aspect of my story.

•I honest to God thought these detectives would want to help find
these 'sickies', but when I expressed my view that the LAPD had
two. 'sickies' on the beat, the two detectives turned on me. The
immediate retort was what was my medical background to support my
unsubstantiated observation. Who in the hell did I think T was
to render opinions ,. especially since I had shown I did not have
a grasp oh any of the events I .was complaining about.

This was- the end of the interview as the two detectives excused
themselves.



PAGE 4 of cont 1 d

Mayor Bradley

I sulked, I licked my lips, I called lawyers, and I called news-
papers to help investigate these two ’barbarians' on the police
force. Nothing, absolutely nothing came of mv efforts, in a heart-
beat my Never to
return to your city of the ’CITY OF ANGELES’ , which is exactly
what I saw, with the help of the ’FISTS IN BLUE’.

b6
b7C

I know this letter cannot help anyone now, but Sir, I want you
to know some members of the LAPD have been exercising their
RIGHTS" and lefts for quite a while.

I think your little dept. CALIGULA"S obtain their exercise this
way.

In fact, everytime I read about a serial killer in California, I
am prepared to bet the LAPD showpiece CALIGULA just overexercisd
his ’RIGHTS’.

I saw on local T.V. reports that indictments will be pressed on
the 3 CALIGULA'S, but what about the other 25- cops who are stand-
ing around selling ringside tickets.

Today they watch, tomorrow they go practice, after all NIGGERS
and MEXICANS are like fish in a pond. Who' in the hell listens to
them, especially if 25 ticket selling spectator cops swear the
sucker in the hospital pulled an AK-47 on them and it was only
self defense. I am sure all your fine MEN IN BLUE have an extra
un-registered hand gun in the trunk of their cruiser, just in
case the sucker might represent trouble.

Rodney King is lucky some busy body with nothing- else to do took
his picture while -he was doing the IDI AMIN shuffle. I had no
pictures taken and was left swinging in the wind.

SIR, I BEG OF YOU, IN BEHALF ‘OF ALL OF US EXERCISE MATS^THAT
YOU FIND THESE SICK CREEPS IN BLUE AND METE OUT THE FULLEST .

PENALTIES OF THE LAW, AND THIS IS TO INCLUDE ALL OF THE "BLUE"
STUDENT SPECTATORS LEARNING THE FINE ART OF TORTURE

.

How many do you want to protect?

' r
K *

0
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Mr. Sessions

DIRECTOR -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS
J. EDGAR HOOVER BLDG. •

WASHINGTON. .D. C /
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April 3, 1991

Ms.
c/o

San Mateo, California 94403
!

Dear Ms

.

b6
b7C

The copies of the letter and signed petition you sent
to Director Sessions have been referred to me for reply. We
appreciate the concern expressed by you and others in the San
Francisco and San Mateo areas over an issue that has been of
great interest to the American public.

A _ thorough
<

FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

b6
Sinnerelv vnnrs b7c

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C



March 11, 1991

Dear

The Rodney King incident has prompted members of the San
Francisco and San Mateo, CA communities to sign a petition to be

sent to the Mayor of Los Angeles,the Chief of Police,CIA,FBI, State

Highway Patrol,Justice Dept.,and various other governmental

officials expressing our disdain at the brutal beating and inhumane
treatment of African Americans at the hands of criminals operating

under the guise of "law enforcers".

We are interested in knowing what action you are taking concerning

this matter. Someone will be in touch with your office, soon, to

receive your feedback.

Thank you.

Concerned Citizens
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TO: Date

RODNEY KING PETITION

We, the public, have proof of your brutality that you could neither

destroy nor deny! The savage beating and treatment of Rodney King,

by the Los Angeles police and Highway Patrol, on March 3, 1991, was
absolutely despicable. We know that this brutality was not an
isolated incidence of racial violence, because we constantly hear the

cries of those, in our community, who suffer at the hands of

criminals under the guise of "law enforcers".

We demand the immediate and permanent dismissal of all officers

involved and the dismantling of institutional racism in the law

enforcement agencies in this state and this nation, NOW!'



April 3, 1991

Mr.

|

|

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania' 19129

Dear Mr.

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

,

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when
they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights
and stress management training to law enforcement officers as
part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains
personally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

C *i nnnvin "I n x.

inspector m cnarge
Office of Public Affairs

Philadelphia - Enclosure
Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure

SERIALIZED

APR 11 1991
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April 8, 1991

m i i

Englewood, New Jersey 07631

Dear Mr. I I

Your March 30th correspondence to Director Sessions has
been referred to me for reply.

We appreciate your concern and want to assure you that
the FBI is conducting a thorough investigation of the incident
which occurred in Los Angeles, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution. The FBI
condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly committed to the
vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal civil rights laws.

, ,

Your question concerning the removal of the Chief of
Police in Los Angeles is one which would more appropriately be
addressed by the Mayor or Police Commissioner of that city.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosures (3)
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Pattern ofviolence in L.A.
Even if it were an isolated incident, the

savage beating of a black man by the Los Ange-
les police is enough to make you sick. After all,

this is not some fascist police state where the

cops can routinely be expected to rough up citi-

zens and employ Gestapo tactics. This is Amer-
ica, and we presume the police will act with
fairness and justice.

More and more evidence is emerging, how-
ever, that clearly indicates the March 3 beating
of Rodney King was not isolated or even very
unusual. Instead, the beating seems to .have

been part of a pattern of anti-minority violence

and bias that has been taking place in the Los
Angeles Police Department for years.

As Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley, a for-

mer top officer in the department, describes the
situation: “It is no longer possible for any ob-
jective person to regard the King beating as an
aberration. We must face the fact that there

appears to be a dangerous trend of racially mo-
tivated incidents running through at least some
segments of our police department.”

The details of Mr. King’s beating are now
common knowledge. We’ve seen it virtually ev-

ery evening on the television news: police offi-

cers kicking and striking Mr. King with their

nightsticks as he lay helpless on the ground.
What’s just now becoming apparent is that the
police made no effort to cover up the mayhem.
The policemen inflicted the beating in full view
of a crowd of onlookers and other police officers

as the headlights from police squad cars illumi-

nated the scene. One ranking officer stood by
and made no effort to stop the violence. None
of the police officers was moved by pleas from
the crowd to end the beating.

Is this indicative of a police force where
violence is an aberration? Certainly not. Like-

wise, it’s not indicative of a police force where
brutality is frowned upon. If Police Chief Daryl
Gates and his subordinates had frowned on vio^

lence, it’s a certain bet the officers would have
made sure nobody saw them beating Mr. King.

Like other people, police don’t invite disciplin-

ary action from their superiors.

Besides beating Mr. King in full view of

the public, the Los Angeles police officers went
on to comment blithely about it over the police

communications system. “I haven’t beaten
anyone this bad in a long time,” one of the

officers remarked, according to a computerized
transcript. If Chief Gates had put out the word
that violence was unacceptable, these officers

would have had the good sense to keep quiet.

There is other evidence of brutality by Los
Angeles police officers. Verdicts and settle-

ments against the department in 1972 amount-
ed to $553,000. Last year, they amounted to $8
million. One of the officers charged in Mr.
King’s beating was suspended for 66 days in

1987 for beating a man who was handcuffed. In

1988, following a telephoned threat to a police

station, 77 officers charged on the homes oftwo
black families, ripped out sinks and toilets, and
smashed windows and televisions. Officers

scrawled “LAPD Rules” on a wall outside the

building and beat residents as they arrested

them. Last year, the city settled lawsuits by the

residents for $3 million.

One other episode reflects the attitu</e
Chief Gates’ department, and this ixmkm ^
Gates himself. Following the March 3dncident,

'

Mr. Gates stressed that the beating was an
aberration that in no way reflected adversely on
other members of his force. But he has ex-

pressed little shock, condemnation, or revul-

sion over the savage beating of a civilian by his

officers.

Is this the reaction of a chief who truly

ffetests the use of violence by his police force?



L.A. police panel looks at ways to oust chief
Los Anaeles Times News Rftrvirp xt , . , _ _Los Angeles Times News Service

LOS ANGELES - As embat-
tled Police Chief Daiyl F. Gates
defended himself at a raucous City
Council meeting Wednesday, the
Police Commission received a
briefing from the City Attorney’s
Office on the precise steps neces-
sary to remove Gates from the of-
fice he has held for 13 years.
Although it is not clear that the

commission intends to fire Gates,
the 45-minute briefing could be a
first step toward ousting or disci-
plining the chief in the wake of the
videotaped March 3 beating of
motorist Rodney G. King.
The commission, a civilian pan-

el that oversees the Police Depart-
ment, heard testimony from As-
sistant City Attorneys Frederick

N. Merkin and Leslie E. Brown,
who explained which City Charter
provisions could be used to fire
Gates.

Commission Vice President Me-
lanie Lomax confirmed Wednes-
day that she and the other panel
members had asked the City At-
torney’s Office to tell them how
they could censure or discipline
Gates or remove him from office.
But Lomax would not elaborate on
what was said at the briefing, cit-
ing attorney-client privilege.

Lomax would not comment on
what steps the commission would
take next.

For 2V2 weeks, Gates has been
under pressure from politicians
and community leaders to resign
or retire because of the King beat-

ing. The incident, captured on a
home video camera and televised
across the country, has generated
a national debate on police brutal-
ity.

A Los Angeles County grand
jury last week indicted four Los
Angeles police officers for partici-
pating in the beating. The grand
jury’s investigation is continuing,
as is a Department of Justice
probe into allegations of brutality
by Los Angeles police officers.

Gates appeared surprised to
hear that the commissioners could
be plotting his downfall.

After the closed briefing, the
commission held its second public
hearing on police department pro-
cedures and allegations of wide-

spread brutality by officers against
minorities.

Earlier, during an often-heated
public hearing at City Hall, Gates
addressed the City Council for the
first time on the King beating, en-
during the now-familiar calls from
speakers for his resignation and
engaging in a tense exchange with
one councilman.
The chief ostensibly was sum-

moned to the council to explain
why the city paid $625,000 to set-
tle a police brutality lawsuit. Al-
most immediately, however, dis-
cussion of the videotaped beating
overshadowed the agenda item be-
fore the council.

Also Wednesday, members of a
U.S. House judiciary subcommit-
tee held a hearing on police brutal-

ity around the nation. The federal
government gets thousands of po-
lice brutality complaints each year
but prosecuted only 46 in 1990,
the panel was told.

Justice Department and FBI of-
ficials testified that they intervene
as a last resort in local police mj°^
conduct cases. But House m|fl^
bers — outraged at the videotaf^^
beating of King— argued for more
effort by the Bush administration
to police the police.

“Seeing that man being beaten
was offensive to all Americans,
particularly to the tens of thou-
sands of law enforcement officers
who would not engage in such con-
duct,” said U.S. Rep. Don Ed-
wards, D-Calif., chairman of the
subcommittee.

A-12 THE RECORD *

FBI vows
to target

bias crime
Trying to gauge
size ofproblem
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - FBI Direc-
tor William S. Sessions said Mon-
day the bureau will vigorously pur-
sue cases of hate crimes and
expects new reporting statistics to
provide information on the extent
of such violence.

Sessions, speaking to a leader-
ship conference of the Anti-Defa-
mation League of B’nai B’rith
said the FBI"has b£en collecting
information this year on acts of
violence in which the motivation
was the victim’s race, religion, sex-
ual orientation, or ethnic origin.
The statistics are required un-

der a hate-crimes law passed last

JiT
ar
urn p011^88 * Sessions said

the FBI has begun training state
and local law enforcement agen-
cies to recognize and report hate
cnmes.

“Unless the crimes are accurate-

ly
r
?
p

1?
rted

» we may never know
the full extent of the problem, and
therefore of course we can never

•5®J&. it-” Sessions
said. The FBI will continue to vi-
gorously investigate acts of hate
violence when they occur and. if
possible, to prevent them from oc-
curnncr.” v—

Sessions declined to comment
on the FBI’s investigation into the
videotaped beating of Rodney
King by Los Angeles police offi-

He defended the FBI’s contro-
versial questioning of Arab-
American leaders shortly before
the Persian Gulf war, when critics
said the bureau was unfairly sin-
gling out that group. Sessions said
117 voluntary interviews were con-
ducted, with the purpose of gain-
ing information about potential
criminal acts against Arab-Ameri-
cans, and to open lines ofcommu-
nication.

He said the public reacted “in a
more or less cynical way.” But, he
said, Arab-American reaction
was by and large very strong and

very good and very cooperative.”
The Anti-Defamation League

monitors instances of hate-in-
spired violence.

** "



April 9, 1991

Mrs - 1 I
b6
b7C

baron Rouge, Louisiana 70809

Dear Mrs.

Your recent letter to Attorney General Thornburgh was
referred to the FBI for reply.

A
<

thorough _ FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with the
Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal civil
rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations when they
come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil rights and stress
management training to law enforcement officers as part of our
national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains personally
committed to civil rights for all Americans and understands the
unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law enforcement is credible,
evenhanded and fair in its treatment of criminal offenders.

If you have information about a specific incident involving
a possible violation of Federal law within our investigative
jurisdiction, you should contact the FBI office nearest you, the
telephone number of which appears on the inside cover of most local
directories

.

,
lmvnrtn

,

Inspector m Charge
Office of Public Affairs

1 - Pittsburgh - Enclosures (2)
1 - New Orleans - Enclosures (2)

CX)- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosures (2)
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April 12, 1991

Mr. I I

Los Angeles, California 90004

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

This is to acknowledge the receipt of your March 26th
correspondence commending the FBI on its investigation of the
Rodney King matter.

The concern which prompted you to write is certainly
understandable. I thank you for making this information and your
views available to me.

Sincerely yours.

William M. Baker
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

(Q - SAC, Los Angeles (For Information Only) - Enclosures (2)

NOTE: No action is warranted regarding Mr.
communication.
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central indices at FBIHQ were negative regarding
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RCH 17, 1991

A

QUQTES’.FROM CHIEF GATES
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Since he became Los Angeled 49th police chief in 1978, Daryl F.

Gates has made a number of controversial statements that have
offended, in varying degrees, blacks, Jews, Latinos, women, casual

drug users and even the State Department.

1978: He had been in office barely one month when he remarked
to a Latino audience that some Latino officers were not promoted
within the LAPD because they were “.lazy/’ Gates said that he was
only trying to encourage Latino officers to work harder and attain

leadership positions.

1979: Gates casually commented at a news conference in England
that if President Jimmy Carter could not rescue the 52 American
captives in Iran, Gates could by sending in his SWAT squad. A short

time later, “the State Department called and said, ’Chief, we’d
appreciate it if you'd mind your own business/ " according to Gates.

The chief said he was only trying to be witty.

1980: At a closed dinner meeting of deputy district attorneys,

Gates called KABC-TV anchorwoman Christine Lund “an Aryan
broad." Gates later apologized, saying the comment was meant “m
jest" and was “in the spirit of a raucous evening."

a 1982: Gates angered many Jews by releasing an in-house report

that suggested that the Soviet Union was sending criminals

disguised as Jewish immigrants to Los Angeles to disrupt the 1984

Olympics. Gates went out of his way to make peace with Jewish
leaders, saying that the report was purely speculative and that he
had never expected the media to publicize it.

In an interview, Gates said he had instructed his staff to

investigate “a hunch" he had about why so many blacks die from
police use of the carotid chokehold, which cuts off the blood supply

to the brain. “We may be finding that in some blacks when it [the

carotid chokehold] is applied, the veins or arteries do not open up as

fast as they do on normal people." The remark, Gates said, was no
more than a careless choice of words.

'* 1984: The City Council approved a ballot measure that would
increase the city's power to discipline and fire department heads,

such as Gates. Then the chief alleged that this would permit undue
political influence by council members on the police and the rest of

the city departments. Then in a statement that angered some council

members, Gates said he was going to “rummage around in my mind"
to cite examples of how council members ask the police to do “all

kinds of things that are inappropriate."

1988: In an interview, Gates conceded that he is more “patient

and sensitive" in his dealings with people. But, he added, “I can still

be an arrogant bastard. I've grown harder and softer."

b 1989: In a videotaped message to LAPD officers, Gates used the

term “pantywaists" to describe officers who opposed his Halloween
deployment plan that was intended to prevent a recurrence of the

near-riot that occurred in Hollywood the previous year.

1990: At a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the first

anniversary of the Bush Administration’s war on drugs, Gates said

“casual drug users ought to be taken out and shot." His statement
was aimed at those “who blast some pot on a casual basis and the

damned hypocrites who go out and party on the weekends and snort

cocaine."

Gates said Mayor Tom Bradley had written a “dumb letter" calling

for an investigation of possible police improprieties in the defense of

four officers charged with vandalism during a drug raid two years

ago near 39th Street and Dalton Ave.

1991: In an angry statement after the shooting of rookie

policewoman Tina Kerbrat, Gates referred to Kerbrat's killer as “an
El Salvadoran drunk—a drunk who doesn't belong here."

In response to an outpouring of anger from Los Angeles residents

over the videotape that captures LAPD officers repeatedly striking

defenseless Rodney G. King, Gates offered an apology to King, but

further enraged people when he added that he would apologize “in

spile of the fact that [King’s] on parole and a convicted robber."
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Ccmoile'l f)y Times ecitnri.il iose.irr.her Cecilia Rasmussen.



Williaip M. Baker
Assistant Director, Criminal
Investigative Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
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April 16, 1991

Mr.

JaCKSOIl, Mississippi 39284-0865

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

Your March 6th letter to Director Sessions has been
received, and he asked me to thank you for writing.

We deeply appreciate your support regarding the FBI's
investigation of the incident you mentioned. Allegations of
civil rights violations are promptly, thoroughly, and objectively
investigated by the FBI, and we hope to have this matter resolved
as quickly as possible.

Los Angeles - Enclosure

Sincerely vours.

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C
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Jackson, MS 39284-
March 6, 1991

b6
b7C

Mr. William Session, Director
10th Pennsylvania Ave., Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Session

I was shocked by a CNN news report showing a video taken by an

amateur cameraman of the brutal beating of a California *

motorist, Rodney Glenn King, 25, of suburban Altadena,
j

California, by a group of Los Angeles Policemen.
;

This morning X read an article in the, Clarion-Ledger (Jackson, {s

MS) VIDEO OF BEATING OPENS FBI PROBE; OF L.A. POLICE OFFICERS.

Because of the swift response of your agency to what appears to
,

be, police brutality under the cover of law, you and your *

[department are to be commended as patrons of a sacred american

principle (due process). It is always good to know that the

icitizenry of this country; be they black or white, rich or

jpoor, can look to the FBI as the custodian of

jconstitutional right to justice. God bless you.
our

Yours truly.
b6
b7C
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11000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90024 April 17, 1991

Dear Mrj
|

This morning I watched a news report on "Good Morning America" that
indicated that the FBI was working to clarify the audio tracks on the
video tapes of the Rodney King/LAPD incident.

|

has been in business for over 25 years and our prime
emphasis has been with the music industry. I have included a couple of

industry magazine articles that outline the process we use. Basically, -

we use 180 computers that sample each sound (note of music, sound effect,
voice, ect.) at a rate of 648,000 times per second and then isolate and
clarify that sound so that it can be heard.

While our prime business relates to music, we have done special jobs
such as the flight recorder tapes in the Cerritos air crash, and work
for the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, DEA and Beverly Hills
Police Department.

If you would like to evaluate our process and visit our studios, please
call me and we will get together.

|SEARCHED_

SSERIAUZEDU

;rr<$)i99i

FBI — LOS ANGELA

Post production and sound restoration for the motion picture, television and record industries.



1 - Addressee
^T)- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954)



• •
U.S. Department of Justice

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 44A-LA-119954

Federal Bureau of Investigation

11000 Wilshire Boulevard #1700
Los Angeles, CA 90024
April 20, 1991

Mr. I

Los Angeles, CA 90008

This letter is to acknowledge your letter to this
office, which concerned the actions of the Los Angeles Police
Department in the Rodney King incident. The purpose of this
letter is to inform you that this office is in the process of
investigating the King incident, under the mandates set out by
the Congress of the United States for the investigation of the
alleged violation of an individual's civil rights. The
particular statues which would apply to this/ and most other
civil rights investigations collected by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation are Sections 241 and 242 of Title 18 of the United
States Code. I want to assure you that this office will conduct
a thorough and professional investigation any time there are
allegations made which provide a sufficient basis to bring the
actions of the police officer under the provisions of the two
above mentioned United States Code Sections.

Thank you very much for your letter and concern.

Sincerely,

LAWRENCE G. LAWLER
Special Agent in Charge

By: i

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

supervisory special Agent
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Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) (AP-1)
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U.S. Department of Justice

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 44A-LA-119954

Federal Bureau of Investigation

11000 Wilshire Boulevard #1700
Los Angeles, CA 90024
April 20, 1991

Ms.f

Los Angeles, CA 90008

Dear Ms. | |

This letter is to acknowledge your letter to this
office, which concerned the actions of the Los Angeles Police
Department in the Rodney King incident. The purpose of this
letter is to inform you that this office is in the process of
investigating the King incident, under the mandates set out by
the Congress of the United States for the investigation of the
alleged violation of an individual's civil rights. The
particular statues which would apply to this, and most other
civil rights investigations collected by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation are Sections 241 and 242 of Title 18 of the United
States Code. I want to assure you that this office will conduct
a thorough and professional investigation any time there are
allegations made which provide a sufficient basis to bring the
actions of the police officer under the provisions of the two
above mentioned United States Code Sections.

Thank you very much for your letter and concern.

Sincerely,

LAWRENCE G. LAWLER
Spefi a<A flrfarvt- . -i n rha-rrre

Bv:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

supervisory Special Agent
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April 24, 1991

ifeJ I—

!

Honolulu, Hawaii 96805

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

Your recent letter to Director Sessions has been
referred to me for reply. We appreciate your concern over an
issue that has been of great interest to the American public.

A thorough FBI investigation of the Los Angeles Police
Department incident is underway, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice toward a timely resolution.

The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and is firmly
committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws. In addition to investigating allegations
when they come to our attention, the FBI also provides civil
rights and stress management training to law enforcement officers
as part of our national police training program.

I can assure you that Director Sessions remains per-
sonally committed to civil rights for all Americans and
understands the unique role of the FBI in ensuring that law
enforcement is credible, evenhanded and fair in its treatment of
criminal offenders.

£ i nraral v vnnr<a
b6
blC

inspector xn cnarge
Office of Public Affairs

Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosures (2)
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March 27, 1991

Dear Mr. Sessions:

It has all the appearance of a whitewash, a coverup and I think

you should step in and direct that the uniformed criminals of

L.A. (or anywhere) be treated just like those who do- not wear

uniforms

.

The now infamous L.A. action by LAPD was a gang related crime.

The were an organized gang, wearing items that identify them

as members of a gang, and had supervision, communications and

everything the other gangs have. The only difference between

this gang and the others is that this gang is being paid by the

victim and the public.

To learn that the members of this gang are not cooperating
with the FBI is sad. To learn that the FBI is insisting on

only voluntary interviews is sadder still. Is that how it

would handled if it had been a rival gang attacking a member

of the LAPD uniformed gang? I think not.

It is ludicrous that the officers have entered pleas of guilty,

but that looks to the public like part of the plan. They plead not

guilty; fellow officers refuse to be questioned; the FBI closes

its investigation; Bates stays on; the department continues to

go about its businesses as it sees fit. The public suffers.

I think you should take a personal role in this one; set the

LAPD criminals up as -an' example; try them and if they are found

guilty, punish them. It could be a deterent to many police
officers everywhere (including the FBI) who are often overzealous

and who get carried away with their authority—at the expense of

the public.

And you might take one step further, in the name of justice and

law enforcement, by honoring the brave amateur photographer who

caught these criminals in action. He is now being threatened,
apparently by LAPD criminals. What is happening to our country?

He is a real American hero. And if others dared to do the same,

we could reduce considerably all crime in our cities—not just by

police, but by other criminals as well. If you could get the

President to honor Mr. Holliday as a national hero, the LAPD would

be reluctant to do him harm or continue to threaten him. And

maybe Mr. King would even give Mr. Holliday a sizeable reward from

the millions he will win in his suit against the criminals.

You could be the catalyst. Go for it.

aloha no
b6
b7C

Honolulu, Hawai ' i 96805 USA



' Officers riot cooperating in FBlprobe
*•" COS ANGHDES — Tiie.FBi was unable to ques-
tion-at least,. 25 colleagues ' of four policemeh

*

p^arged- in a videotaped beating because the offi-
cers would not voluntarily cooperate, a “union

'

|aiwyer said;/' \i> .:> /.-.;

P ALos Angeles County.grand jury has reconvened
to.hear evidence about officers who stopd by and .

watched the March 3 attackon a black motorist that
stirred national outrage: after it was captured ‘t>n

r

videotape by anonlooker,andplayedon television. •

r
l The defendants, Sgt..Stacey Koon, 40, and offi-

cers Xaurence Powell, 28, .Timothy Wind, 38, and •

Theodqre Briseno, ;38, were, scheduled to 'ehtefe '

.
pleas tqday to assault and “brutality. . - y
j /df iconyicted, they could get up to 4 years to'7%1
years in prison. •

. v . , ••
fl

i -Cecil Marfi an attorney for the LosAngeles Police
..Protective League which represents the 8,300-mem- tt

beryforce. said,' “The -FBI is insisting on. only:
yolpntaiy,;, interviews. Unless the police, officer-

g
ves up his rights,, the FBI.- is hot interested in •

,
Iking to him.” . - > r .

j .FBI. agents. called off interviews with 20 other ,

officers, Marr said.
.

.

l\ . ,

* ’ From, staff and wire reports •



May 10, 1991

Mr. I I

Van Nuys, California 91401

Dear Mr.

Your April 4th letter to Director Sessions concerning a
radio report that indicated he had classified the beating of
Rodney King of Los Angeles as a "hate crime" has been referred to
me for reply.

At a press conference held on April 4th, Director
Sessions was reluctant to comment on the King case in view of
its pending status. When pressed for an answer to the issue of
whether this case can be considered a "hate crime," he indicated
that by the appearance of it and the fact that persons have been
indicted by a grand jury for the County of Los Angeles, h,e

presumed that it would be listed that way.

The FBI is authorized to investigate a hate crime which
constitutes a violation of one of the civil rights statutes. In
order to prove that hate violence has occurred, the crime must
meet specific criteria. General requirements include willful
conduct; use or threat of force; actual or attempted injury of,
intimidation of or interfering with, the victim; and acting
because of such factors as the victim's race, color, religion, or
national origin.

I hope this information will clarify this matter for
you.



b6
b7C

VAN NUYS CA. 91401

April 4, 1991

William Sessions
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Dear Director Sessions:

I'm writing because"! just heard a radio report to

the effect that you are now classifying the Rodney

King beating as a hate crime .

I think that unless you know a great deal which is

unknown to the press and the public, that you are making

an appalling snap judgment and one which will make

everything a lot worse.

The evidence of the police tapes cannot be construed

as racist unless the language of bigotry and race hatred

has become as delicate and allusive as poetry. "Gorillas

in the mist?" "Lizards?"—any kid on any street comer
can tell you what racial epithets are— and these were

not. They were the familiar gallows humor of cops—in

this case unpardonab^y jocular about an example of hideous

brutality. But racist? No way.

Why you would choose to arm the A1 Sharptons and our

own Ramona Ripston is beyond me. I protest that statement!

Sincerely
' b6

blC



September 13, 1991

Inglewood, California 90043

Dear

Your August 2nd correspondence to Director Sessions
was referred to me and your interest in writing is appreciated.

We appreciate your concern regarding the Rodney King
case and want to assure you that the FBI is conducting a thorough
investigation of the incident which occurred in Los Angeles. We
are working closely with the Department of Justice toward a
timely resolution. The FBI condemns acts of police brutality and
is firmly committed to the vigorous and aggressive enforcement of
Federal civil rights laws.

Your comment concerning the removal and replacement
of the Chief of Police in Los Angeles is one which would more
appropriately be addressed by officials of that city.

Your enclosed newspaper clippings are being returned
to you.

Sincerely yours.

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

Enclosures (4)
4 newspaper clippings

- Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954). - Enclosure
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May 14, 1992

b6
b7C

Cincinnati, Ohio 45209

Dear Mr

I am writing in response to your April 30th communi-
cation requesting a Civil Rights investigation into the incident
involving Rodney King and officers of the Los Angeles Police
Department

.

Shortly after this incident, the FBI initiated a
preliminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed
in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

We appreciate your interest in writing.

b6
b7C

Sincerely yours,

inspector Tn cnarge
Office of Public Affairs

Los Angeles - Enclosure
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May 18, 1992

Mr J ~l

Riverdale, New YorJc 10463

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

I am writing in response to your May 1st letter con-
cerning the FBI ' s Civil Rights investigation into the incident
involving Rodney King and officers of the Los Angeles Police
Department

.

Shortly after this incident, the FBI initiated a
preliminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed
in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

We appreciate your interest in writing.

— Los Angeles Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

Inspector Tn ‘Charge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C





May 19, 1992

Mr. I
|

|

San Antonio, Texas 78211-|

Dear Mr. I I

b6
b7C

I am writing in response to your May 3rd correspond-
ence about the incident involving Rodney King and officers of the
Los Angeles Police Department and the rioting that took place
following the trial of the officers.

Shortly after this incident, the FBI initiated a pre-
liminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed in
a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

In addition, a joint Federal/State Task Force has been
formed to investigate and prosecute those involved in the riot-
related criminal activity in the Los Angeles area. Federal,
state, and local authorities will work together diligently and
expeditiously to identify and bring to justice those criminals
who terrorized communities throughout the area by acts of
violence and wanton destruction.

We appreciate your interest in writing, and we thank
you for sharing your thoughts with us.

Los Angeles - Enclosure

Sincerely yours.

inspector in cnarge
Office of Public Affairs

b6
b7C
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May 22, 1992

Mr. T

Chico , California 95926

Dear Mr.

b6
b7C

I am writing in response to your May 1st letter
concerning the incident involving Rodney King and officers of
the Los Angeles Police Department.

Following this incident, the FBI initiated a pre-
liminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed in
a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
After the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

We appreciate your interest in writing, and you may
be assured a thorough investigation is being conducted in this
matter

.

Los Angeles - Enclosure

giBfiovQlw ^nn-ro
[ |

inspector in cnarge
Office of Public Affairs
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May 22,1992

Ms. I I

Springfield, Virginia 22152

Dear Ms.

I am writing in response to your May 1st letter
concerning the incident involving Rodney King and officers of
the Los Angeles Police Department.

“A

Following this incident, the FBI initiated a pre-
liminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed
in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

We appreciate your interest in writing.

Sincerely vours.

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

- Los Angeles - Enclosure
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Springfield, Virginia 22152
May 1, 1992

b6
b7C

William Sessions
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Dear Mr. Sessions:

The not guilty verdict rendered for the police officers in the Rodney
King case is a real travesty of justice. I have watched television
coverage and read newspaper reports on the reasoning behind the verdict
and I still cannot comprehend how these officers can be found not guilty.

Those jurors who have spoken with the meaia say that there was other
evidence besides the viaeo tape that they had to consider in their

decision. However, these jurors have not discussed any concrete evidence
to vindicate the officers of their harsh and cruel beating of Roanev
King.

Please explore and pursue an investigation of this case ana the violation
of Rodney King's civil rights.

Sincerely,
'

j

b6
hlC

Harr i eo
Caucasian



May 22, 1992

Mr. [

Chicago , Illinois 60626

Dear Mr.

I am writing in response to your April 30th letter
expressing your approval of the Civil Rights investigation
into the incident involving Rodney King and officers of the
Los Angeles Police Department.

Shortly after this incident, the FBI initiated a

preliminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed
in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

We appreciate y^n->- inforogf in writing, and we are
also glad that Inspector could assist you in
connection with your research inquiries.

Los Angeles - Enclosure

P i Trmnvml it trmirr

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

; U'-.CuH/ X.





May 26, 1992

Ms. |

Cambridge , Massachusetts 02138

Dear Ms.

I am writing in response to your May 1st letter con-
cerning the incident involving Rodney King and officers of the
Los Angeles Police Department.

Following this incident, the FBI initiated a prelim-
inary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed in a
pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial. Upon
the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation was
initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be provided
to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, which has
the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive action in civil
rights matters.

We appreciate your interest in writing.

Sincerely vours. z

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

Los Angeles - Enclosure
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May 1 , 1992

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, DC

Re: Justice for all
\

Dear Sir:

I am appalled by the acquittal of the police officers who
brutally kicked, shocked with a stun gun, and clubbed Rodney
King in the course of arresting him.

I am a white, 41-year-old
daughters, ages 7 and 10. When those
brutalized King, they brutalized me, and
daughters. If there is no justice for King,
justice for me or for my daughters.

with two
f

•

police officers
they brutalized my

then there is no

Please help heal this country's wounds by defending justice
for all of our citizens.

Sincerely yours,

Cambridge, MA 02138



May 29, 1992

Ms.

Kirkland, Washington 98033-^

Dear Ms.

b6
b7C

I am writing in response to your May 11th letter con-
cerning the incident involving Rodney King and officers of the
Los Angeles Police Department and the subsequent riots after the
trial of the police officers.

Following this incident, the FBI initiated a preliminary
Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed in a pending
status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial. Upon the
conclusion of the trial, additional investigation was initiated
and is currently ongoing. The results will be provided to the
Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, which has the final
authority regarding Federal prosecutive action in civil rights
matters

.

In addition, a joint Federal/State Task Force has
been formed to investigate and prosecute those involved in the
riot-related criminal activity in the Los Angeles area. Fed-
eral, state, and local authorities will work diligently and
expeditiously together to identify and bring to justice those
criminals who terrorized communities throughout the area by acts
of violence and wanton destruction.

With regard to your request for help in obtaining a
copy of the instructions given to the jury in the trial of the
four police officers, you may wish to write to the Simi Valley
Courthouse, 3200 Cochran Street, Simi Valley, California 93065,
for possible assistance.

We appreciate your interest in writing.

Los Angeles - Enclosure



May 11, 1392

Federal Bureau of Investigations

Pennsylvania Avenue MM

Washington, DC 20535
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Mr. William Sessions
Federal Bureau of Investigations
Page two

3. I implore you to give the officers involved the same
treatment anyone else commiting this assault would
certainly receive. Because that is what they did; they
were not enforcing any law by beating a man who was on the
ground 56 times.

4. Please forward this letter on if need be to achieve the
desired result— fair and swift action.

In closing, I would like to reiterate my hurt, disgust, anger
and sick feeling at this miscarriage of justice.

Thank you for your time in reading this letter and in
responding promptly to me. Please pray with me for Rodney
King, his family, friends and sympathizers. Please pray
especially that this does not result in further violence in
our streets but that it may serve as a means to lead people to
seek a peaceful resolution to a terrible tragedy resulting
from the racist society we live in.

Thank you in advance for letting me know how I may receive a
copy of the instructions to the jury. I will not be able to
rest until I have done my personal utmost to assure that the
police officers are punished for what they did -- this is one
small step toward that pea.ce.

Enough time has passed now so that it is now being stated on
the news that a video tape is goning to be used to prosecute
the looters in Los Angeles that acted after the verdict. I am
confident that I am not the only American who is wondering
how a video tape can be used to prosecute these people but
apparently had no influence in the trial of the police
off i eers

.
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June 1, 1992

Mr. I I

|

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19138

Dear Mr.

I am writing in response to your follow-up letter con-
cerning the incident involving Rodney King and officers of the
Los Angeles Police Department.

As I mentioned in my letter of April 3, 1991, following
this incident, the FBI initiated a Civil Rights investigation.
The case was placed in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of
the local trial. Upon the conclusion of the trial, additional
investigation was initiated and is currently ongoing. The re-
sults will be provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department
of Justice, which has the final authority regarding Federal
prosecutive action in civil rights matters.

I want to again assure you that the FBI condemns acts
of police brutality and is firmly committed to the vigorous and
aggressive enforcement of Federal civil rights laws.

Sincerely yours,

Inspector in Charge
Office of Public Affairs

Los Angeles (44A-LA-119954) - Enclosure
Reference my 4/3/91 letter to Mr.
was furnished to your Office.
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June 1, 1992

Mrs.11 bb
1 hie

San Antonio, Texas 78209

Dear Mrs.

I am writing in response to your May 15th corre-
spondence about the incident involving Rodney King and officers
of the Los Angeles Police Department and the rioting that took
place following the trial of the officers.

Shortly after this incident, the FBI initiated a
preliminary Civil Rights investigation. The case was placed
in a pending status, awaiting the outcome of the local trial.
Following the conclusion of the trial, additional investigation
was initiated and is currently ongoing. The results will be
provided to the Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,
which has the final authority regarding Federal prosecutive
action in civil rights matters.

In addition, a joint Federal/State Task Force has
been formed to investigate and prosecute those involved in
the riot-related criminal activity in the Los Angeles area.
Federal, state, and local authorities will work diligently and
expeditiously together to identify and bring to justice those
criminals who terrorized communities throughout the area by acts
of violence and wanton destruction.

We appreciate your interest in writing, and we thank
you for sharing your thoughts with us.

Los Angeles - Enclosure
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Honorable Robert J. Lagomarsino
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Dear Congressman Lagomarsino:

Thank for your recent letter urging the FBI's
cooperation with Federal and local authorities in the aftermath
of the Rodney King verdict.

In close coordination with the Department of Justice,
the FBI acted swiftly in the wake of the unfortunate violence
that recently erupted in Los Angeles. We fully recognize the
significance of the complex law enforcement issues surrounding
the King verdict. Attorney General Barr and I met with the
President to develop and implement the most effective response
plan possible. I am proud that the President designated the FBI
to lead the Federal law enforcement effort.

Of course, immediate efforts were directed at helping
to restore peace to the streets of Los Angeles, and, as you know,
a large number of FBI Special Agents, trained in special tactics,
were dispatched to that area soon after rioting began. Their
presence, along with local and other Federal law enforcement
officers and military troops, assisted greatly in bringing the
tense situation under control

.

The FBI has played and is now playing an active role in
exploring the issue of whether Rodney King's Federal civil rights
were violated. A Federal grand jury has been convened for this
purpose, and we are working closely with the Department of
Justice. Because this remains pending, I am unable to provide
further details at this time. You can be sure, however, that
this is being pursued with great vigor. Also, where appropriate,
the FBI is pursuing each and every other potential violation of
Federal civil rights laws brought to our attention.

6)'lj- SAC, Los Angel.es - Enclosure
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RO/i|rt j. lagomarsino

19th District, California
*

2^32 Rayburn Builoing
Washington, DC 20515-0519

202-225-3601

CONGRESSIONAL OBSERVER
GENEVA ARMS CONTROL TALKS

POW/MIA TASK FORCE
CHAIRMAN

• •
Congress of tfje ®niteb States

utfe of &epregentattoeg

Slastfjtngton, BC 20515-0519
May 12, 1992

COMMITTEE ON
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

SUBCOMMITTEES:

WESTERN HEMISPHERE AFFAIRS
Vice Chairman * t

ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS

COMMITTEE ON
INTERIOR AND INSULAR

AFFAIRS

SUBCOMMITTEES:

INSULAR AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Vice Chairman

NATIONAL PARKS AND PUBLIC LANDS
Vice Chairman—Parks

The Honorable William Sessions
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigations
J. Edgar Hoover Building
Washington, D.C. 20535

4
V,'

Dear Judge Sessions:

I know that you share my strong concerns about the recent
rioting in Los Angeles that left 52 people dead, 2,383 injured
and damage to parts of the city estimated to cost nearly $800
million to repair.

I support the efforts of President Bush and the TJ.S.
Department of Justice to investigate potential violations of
civil rights laws in the Rodney King incident. However, I also
believe that individuals and organized groups that took advantage
of the popular anger following the Rodney King verdict should be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

I urge you and the FBI to work together with. the U.S.
Department of Justice and local authorities to investigate and
prosecute rioters and gangs who violated federal drug, arson,
firearms or organized crime laws following the Rodney King
verdict. Regardless of the circumstances, criminals must know
that if they choose to break the law, they will be caught; and if
they are guilty, they will be punished.

Thank you for your attention to this very important matter.

RJL: t

j

Suite 101 314 East Carrillo
5740 Ralston

„ Santa Barbara, 93101
Ventura, 93003 (805)963-1708
(805) 642-2200/656-4344

104 E. Boone St. #E
Santa Maria, 93454

(805) 922-2131

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS
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Honorable Joseph R. Biden Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0802

Dear Senator Biden:

As you are aware, the FBI has taken a central and
important multidimensional law enforcement role in connection
with and in the wake of the recent Rodney King verdict. In close
coordination with the Department of Justice, the FBI acted
swiftly when violence erupted in Los Angeles. In full
recognition of the significance of the complex law enforcement
issues surrounding the King verdict, Attorney General Barr and I

met with the President to develop and implement the most
effective response plan possible. I am proud that the President
designated the FBI to lead the Federal law enforcement effort.

Of course, immediate efforts were directed at helping
to restore peace to the streets of Los Angeles, and, as you know,
a large number of FBI Special Agents were dispatched to that area
soon after rioting began. Their presence, along with local and
other Federal law enforcement officers and military troops,
assisted greatly in bringing the tense situation under control.

The FBI is actively exploring whether Rodney King's
Federal civil rights were violated. A Federal grand jury has
been convened for this purpose, and we are working closely with
the Department of Justice. Because this inquiry is pending, I am
unable to provide further details at this time. You can be sure,
however, that this matter, as well as any and all other potential
violations of Federal civil rights laws which are brought to our
attention, will be pursued with great vigor.



Honorable Joseph R. Biden Jr.

We are also investigating those other Federal crimes
directly related to the May rioting in Los Angeles. As you may
recall, in January, 1992, I unveiled a national SAFE STREETS
campaign designed to strengthen the Federal response to gang and
drug-related street crime through the use of combined task
forces. In recognition of the violent crime problem in Los
Angeles, Special Agent in Charge Charlie J. Parsons, who heads
our FBI office there, has worked diligently to implement several
successful task forces using the SAFE STREETS strategy. An
additional task force was organized to specifically address those
acts of violence committed in the aftermath of the King verdict.
I am pleased to report that the level of cooperation between the
FBI and other law enforcement agencies has been and continues to
be excellent.

The arrests of four individuals for the senseless
beating of truck driver Reginald Denny illustrates the spirit of
cooperation between the FBI and local law enforcement.
Information was received by the FBI which led to the identifi-
cation of these four men, and, as widely covered in the media, the
FBI assisted the Los Angeles Police Department in making arrests.

Given our multipurpose mission and flexibility to
redeploy investigative manpower to address priority matters, the
FBI is well equipped, when immediate action is required, to
address a myriad of law enforcement concerns. This type of
effort will continue to be necessary in Los Angeles for some
time. Please be assured that the FBI is committed to producing
the kind of results that will best serve not only the citizens of
Los Angeles but citizens all around our country.

Sincerely yours.

William S. Sessions
Director
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Honorable Joseph R. Biden Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0802

Honorable Howard M. Metzenbaum
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-3502

Honorable Patrick J. Leahy.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4502

Honorable Paul Simon
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-1302

Honorable Strom Thurmond
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4001

Honorable Alan K. Simpson
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-5002

Honorable Arlen Specter
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-3802

Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-2101

Honorable Dennis DeConcini
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0302

Honorable Howell Heflin
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0101

Honorable Herbert H. Kohl
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4903

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4402

Honorable Charles E. Grassley
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-1501

Honorable Hank Brown
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0641
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Honorable Ernest F. Hollings
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4002

Honorable Dale Bumpers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0401

Honorable Jim Sasser
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4201

Honorable Robert C. Byrd
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4801

Honorable Ted Stevens
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-0201

Honorable Robert W. Kasten Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4902

Honorable Jack Brooks
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4309

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-1102

Honorable Frank R. Lautenberg
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-3002

Honorable Brock Adams
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4703

Honorable Warren Rudman
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-2902

Honorable Mark O. Hatfield
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-3701

Honorable Phil Gramm
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-4302

Honorable Don Edwards
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0510
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Honorable John Conyers Jr
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2201

Honorable William J. Hughes
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3002

Honorable Patricia Schroeder
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0601

Honorable Barney Frank
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2104

Honorable Edward F. Feighan
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3519

Honorable Rick Boucher
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4609

Honorable John Bryant
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4305

Honorable Romano L. Mazzoli
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1703

Honorable Mike Synar
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3602

Honorable Dan Glickman
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1604

Honorable Charles E. Schumer
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3210

Honorable Howard L. Berman
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0526

Honorable Harley 0. Staggers Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4802

Honorable Mel Levine
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0527
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Honorable George E. Sangmeister
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1304

Honorable Peter Hoagland
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2702

Honorable Jack Reed
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3902

Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0522

Honorable Craig Washington
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4318

Honorable Mike Kopetski
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3705

Honorable Hamilton Fish Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3221

Honorable Henry J. Hyde
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1306

Honorable F. James Sensenbrenner Jr. Honorable Bill McCollum
U.S. House of Representatives U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4909 Washington, D.C. 20515-0905

Honorable George W. Gekas
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3817

Honorable Howard Coble
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3306

Honorable
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4607

Honorable Lamar S. Smith
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4321



Honorable Craig T. James
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0904

Honorable Steven Schiff
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3101

Honorable Neal Smith
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1504

Honorable Joseph D. Early
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2103

Honorable Alan B. Mollohan
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4801

Honorable Jamie L. Whitten
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2401

Honorable Ralph Regula
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-3516

Honorable Tom Campbell
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0512

Honorable Jim Ramstad
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2303

Honorable Bill Alexander
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0401

Honorable Bob Carr
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2206

Honorable Nancy Pelosi
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0505

Honorable Harold Rogers
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-1705

Honorable Jim Kolbe
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-0305



Honorable Joseph M. McDade
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D,c. 20515-3810
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Perils of Trial by Media

By REED IRVINE and JOSEPH C. GOULDEN

We saw in the flames of Los Angeles the awful

cost of convicting people of serious crimes in the

media before they have their day in court* The na-

tion was appalled in March 1991 to see on tele-

vision the videotape of Los Angeles police officers

clubbing and kicking a black man lying seemingly

helpless on the ground. Even the most ardent sup-

porters of the police found it difficult to defend

those officers.

Four of the officers were suspended and charged

with several felonies. Nearly every news report that

mentioned the case was coupled with a reprise of

that shocking videotape. The officers were tried

and convicted in the minds of millions by what ap-

peared to be unassailable evidence.

Thus the public felt a stunning shock on April 29

when the jury acquitted the officers except for one
charge against one officer on which they failed to

reach agreement,

Immediately the TV screens were filled with

comments from people whose knowledge of the

evidence was limited to 30 seconds of videotape

(hat they had seen so many times. They couldn’t

understand how jurors who had spent three months

in court hearing the evidence and arguments

presented by both sides could have arrived at a dif-

ferent verdict from their own.

Our media somehow never got around to ad-

dressing an important issue: Should criminal f
de Pendants be convicted on the basis of a snippet of

televised film, or are they entitled to a trial where

jurors have the opportunity to hear and evaluate

all the evidence?

Implicit in the Jury’s acquittal was a con- *

elusion that our networks had not given the
J

public the full story of what happened during 1

King’s arrest. We agree. J

Jurors interviewed by the networks emphasized

that there was credible testimony that King aggres-

sively resisted arrest when officers ordered him

from his car after a high-speed chase down a

freeway and then through residential streets'. The
jury saw the full 81 seconds of the amateur video,

and the defense called experts who used it to

demonstrate that the actions of the police were,

purposeful and justified.
""

But the excerpts shown on local and network

television ran no more than 30 seconds. They

showed a man being beaten, but they didn't ex-

plain why. This bobtailed video is what convinced

much of the nation of the officers* inexcusable

brutality. Even prosecutor Terry White (who is

black) acknowledged that the"lull tape could hurt

Kmg._

"We knew that there were parts of Che videotape

that showed Mr. King in somewhat of what could

be seen as aggressive movement towards the of-

ficers," White said on ABC’s "Good Morning

America" on April 30. Ironically, ABC at this

point showed a film dip not of the "aggressive

movement” but of police batons flailing at a seem-

ingly helpless King.

Mr. Irvine is chairman ofAccuracy in Media. Mr. Couiden
is AIM 's director ofmedia analysis.

White said the jurors "looked at a man who
had led police on a chase, who didn’t stop 1

when the police tried to pull him over and he I

acted strangely once he got out of the car and I

didn’t immediately follow their commands.” I

Viewers of the tape didn’t know that, nor were
they told that two passengers in King’s car prompt-
ly obeyed the instructions of the police but that the

powerful King bad repulsed the officers when they

tried to handcuff him.

They weren’t told that he was hit twice with a
Taser stun-gun, which knocked him down but not
out.

|T^nse~alTorney Michael Stone] told CNN that

the tape~showed King starting to get up. He sard,

"My perception is that if you run this tape in real

time, you will see Mr. King moving as fast as any
professional linebacker. . .Mr. King has already

been Tasered twice when this starts. He has fought

off the effects of 50,000 volts of electricity.”

Harvard Law Prof. Arthur Miller, who is legal

commentator for ABC News, saw much of the trial

on cable TV. He said on "Good Morning Amer-
ica” on April 30, "I think that a jury of 12 people,

having heard all the evidence, might have come to

the conclusion that these officers were using

reasonable force in the circumstances. 1 person-

ally, having watched a good deal of the trial,

thought that at least two of the officers would be
acquitted.”

Trial by video is the technological equivalent of

lynching. Our system wisely provides for trial by

jury, where citizens can hear all the evidence, not

just a snippet selected by a TV news department

and broadcast ad nauseam. It is chilling to see so

many intelligent people trashing the system

because it failed to produce the verdict trial by

video led them to expect .

Why King Jury Failed to Convict

When the 12 jurors in Simi Valley acquitted four

Los Angeles policemen of assault with a deadly

weapon and various other charges in the Rodney
King case, the jurors were immediately con-

demned.

L.A. Mayor Tom Bradley, inflaming the pas-

sions of an already ignited populace, scored the

jurors for asking "us to accept the senseless and ;

brutal beating of a helpless man.” Eyen President
,

Bush appeared to second-guess the verdict, saying

he and his family were "shocked” by the outcome,

and then directed his Justice Deparmem to see

whether the policemen could be tried on violating

federal civil rights statutes.

The jurors have been called "ignorant” and

"racists,” and have received so many hate letters

and death threats that they have been given special

protection by the police.

But the six men and six women—one a Filipino,

one an Hispanic and the rest white—hardly deserve

the kind of verbal abuse and the threats they have

been enduring. Despite all the howling, there is not

a scrap of evidence that a single' one of the jurors

was either incompetent or a bigot. Nor has anyone

come forth to accuse them of having prejudged the

case. When the jury wras sworn in, the prosecutors

themselves said they believed they were capable of

rendering a just verdict.

Many of those who assailed the jurors insisted

the case was open and shut because of an amateur

video showing King being beaten by the police. But

the jurors saw the entire video— not just the slice

customarily shown on TV (see Reed Irvine story

above). They were show n the film in .slow motion

and in freeze frame, and they picked up detailed

information the general public never view-ed. Over

the seven-week period of the trial, they also heard

more than 50 witnesses, including specialists who
had examined King after the beating.

(fheir) conclusion: King had repeatedly resisted

arrest, and the police officers, contrary to the

impression left by the TV version of the video,_bad_

acted rationally in trying to subdue him,.

RODNEY KING

Nor were the jurors alone in coming to this deci-

sion. Harvard Law Prof. Arthur Miller, who saw

the trial on TV and is an ABC-TV commentator,

said:

"I think a jury of 12 people, having heard

all the evidence, might have come to the con-

clusion that these officers were using reason-

able force In the circumstances."

Virginia Loya, the lone Hispanic on the jury, has

argued that Laurence Powell, the officer who most

used his baton, should have been convicted of

assault under color of authority. Three other jurors

upheld her point of view, and he may be retried on

that charge. She now says she would also have con-

victed Sgt. Stacey Koon, commander at the beating

scene.

But even she says that she believes that two of

the officers, Timothy E. Wind and Theodore J.

Briseno, were clearly innocent.

In other words, the case was far from being air
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tight from the beginning, and those who just saw

the TV version of the video were clearly being mis-

led if they thought no exculpatory evidence could

be produced, at the trial.

There is no question that the defense lawyers for

both Powell and Koon, Michael Stone and Darryl

.

Mounger, respectively, did a superb job presenting

the case for their clients and the police in general.

But that is hardly the fault of the jury. And the pic-

ture they presented boiled down to this: at every

stage, the police acted in a reasonable manner.

They tried to subdue the 6
r4" King, who tips the

scales at 250 pounds, with verbal commands ini-

tially. When that dldn*t work, they tried the elec-

tric laser darts. And when he was still resisting,

they finally brought out the batons.

Here’s how the jury viewed the case, through the

eyes of the defense lawyers: -

The California Highway Patrol (CHP), on the

Foothill Freeway in Los Angeles on March 3, 1991,

began chasing Rodney King, who was driving a

Hyundai at speeds up to over 100 miles per hou_r_

for nearly eight miles,. King is black, and be also

had two black passengers, Bryant Alien and Fred

Helms . He raced along the freewaj, then turned

off onto surface streets, runrprfg a series of red

lights. The Los Angeles Poljc^L>epartment (LAPD)

was called in to assisL/dl the time, the CHP car

was dose behind, rediight flashing and siren blaring,

Allen, so he testified on the stand, kept tapping

Kinp nn the .shoulder, bescing him to_stop1_but

'When
-

the car finally did stop, Allen and the other

'passenger,
1 Helms, got; out on the right sideband

'V1went prone,” 1as they 1 were ordered to do, *

King, however, reacted differently. He was.

ordered om of the car, but it look him nearly a

minute to get out. And then once he got out, he goi

back in again. He pulled this stunt more than o_ilQ£i

The police, of course, were fearful that he was on ,

drugs, and were worried that he might be searching
j

I

for a gun in the car.

When he did finally emerge, he was faced with

several policemen pointing guns at him, and they

gave dear, concise orders for King to get down on

his stomach. But jCing paid no attention, laughed

at the h eliconters"overhead and didVcjance .

Sgt. Koon then approached King and ordered

him to gel down on the ground. Ifhe didn’t, he was

* told, <he would he shot with a laser;; dan, which

delivers 50,000 yolts of, .elec tricity..,King knelt,

keeping his arms and in a.Dush^uP-PO.sition^

but still refused to gcumhis stomach . ,

Four officers approached him with the intention

of. get ting hold of bis arms and legs, and came at

him in a sorcalled '/modified swarm, technique/’

Powell then tried to take his left arm to the side and

out, and then back behind the waist for handcuff-

jng. He had also taken his handcuffs out of the

r pouch. But King still refused to comply with the

, order to go -prone, 4l J>:
Powell finally kneed him in the back to force

him down,jan<^Kmg’s facc
;
hit.the ground,,but .he

bounoed'pShlthack upi .shaking off alM he officers

who \yjereurying to get nold of both his arms and

legs. So Koon again threatened to “laser" King.

The .officers backed off, an d Koon hit him with a

;d atP,;and -KiiiE, finally, ‘fell down. ,He^arose once

more, was tasered again and went, to t the prone

>r position.

/This was when the video started) As Powell ap-

proached to cuff Rim,' with baton in hand. King, in

less than two seconds, sprang from a fully prone

position and charged Powell. So now, for the first

time, Powell used the baton. There was no other

way at this point, according to the police, to sub-

due King.

IndeedjTTm^tngeTi a highway patrol cop, testi-

fied that King reminded him of a movie “where the

monster gets shot and still is coming at you."

King was hit 56 times in 81 seconds, but there ap-

peared to be no permanent damage, and there is no

evidence on the video that he was hit on the head or

on the spine, which would have been in violation.of

police instruction manuals. 1

tDF7 Dallas Longman Olympic Gold Medal win-

neTin the shotput and an expert on traumatic in-

juries to the face and skull, also testified that none

of the injuries sustained by King to the face were

consistent with having been hit with a heavy instru-

ment.

Did the jury, then, come in with the “correct”

verdict? Should none of the officers have been

convicted? Whatever one’s view, the jury found

the case for the defendants persuasive enough so

they couldn’t find the police guilty “beyond a rea-

sonable doubt” Those who only saw the TV video

may always think the jury made a wrong decision.

But it is difficult to conclude, in view ofLall tJtlg.

evidence presented, that the jury acted in a.pigUL-

dicial or unreasonable manner. And that is all you
1

can ask from those who tried this extremely diffi-

cult ,
complicated ,and controversial case.

titan)) involvedM Ritits

Our Illegal Alien Problem

By REP. DANA ROHRABACHER (R.-Calif.)

I

The media have quickly come to refer to the re-

cent incidents and looting in Los Angeles as the

fLos Angeles riolsTfr Much of the dam^jvas.

done by a foreign army. Not by an organized army

Tmt by an airmy, nonetheless. It should be no sur-
*

prise to anyone that the Department of Justice esti-

mates that large numbers of those arrested while

looting America’s, sec^flddargest city were illegal

aliens. Notbnly are^uSa^lootinR the stores, they^

are robbing the taxpayers as well?
”

~^When the flow of illegal aliens was a trickle, and

When those'same illegals stayed clear of public ser-

vices for fear,b f d eportation , ou r coun t ry absorbed

the newcomers with no problem.’ In fact*, copses

vatives rightfully analyzed that immigrants, in-

cluding illegals, were making-a major contribution

io America’s economic well-being. That was thep.,

.i Today,
:

the flood of illegal immigrants^
' crossing our borders has reached a level where

‘ ‘

the taxpayers are beginning to feel like they:*:

— are in over their heads. Furthermore, illegals L

are now drawing on government programs.

i-l’vtliiad numerous.meetings. with local,, county

and state officials all pleading that illegal aliens are

putting an Unbearable strain on local, county, and

state and yes, federal.services..ThisUpot just apcc-

dptal evidence. Those on the from line report that

our jails, criminal iustice system, health care faci-

7lilies ^arid scho ols are overcrowded and’Ove rbur-

dened with the cost of caring for artd dealing with

those whcjluegallfoross our borders.^

Taxpayers provide at least S5.4xbLllion in direct

federal benefits to illegal immigrants, according to

a rbeent sttidy* by
1

the* C^ttfer
1, for Immigration

studifes:
1 This ' figu rtf

"j£‘ ~ dram a tlcall y " tindeK

estimated, since the sturdy did not include programs, ,

such as Social SecurityTMedicare, food stamps^.
unemployment compensation. And the problem is

getting worse.

Women who are in the U.S. illegally do not have

to pay for any costs associated with the birth of

their children. Since the majority of these women

receive no prenatal care, their babies are often

placed in intensive care for several days, sometimes

weeks, at an average cost of $5,000 a day.

According to Los Angeles County office figures,

taxpayers spend $31.82 million to pay for illegal

alien mothers* giving birth in county hospitals in

1990. Currently, Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) is provided to 1 17,000 children

of illegal alien mothers. This number has increased

287 per cent in the past three years, resulting in a

cost to taxpayers of $M 8- million in I99h *

'
• Tfies^figures only account for Los Ahgeles'' 1

County';' The slfuaWn In Sari Diego Cbtiniy
A‘

' appear^ far worse. If ohe adds up the total,
‘

California taxpayers are Spending oVer a bll-
,,;

iibn dollars a year for illegal aliens, As long as

we provide such benefits, as well as education.

in their own native tongue, freer lunchesjmd

even housing add food subsidies why are we

surprised that the trickle of illegal aliens into

our country. has beedme a tidal wave?

Our social services and educational systems are

'already breaking down. As long ago as 1983, a Gen-

eral Accounting Office (GAO) report stated that

illegal aliens received $23 in Social Security for every

dollar they paid In, ‘Thai is bound to caich up with

*'M1 sD\ilH“£ni(5& who’ve paid in all their lives, are

n rightW be outraged about this threat to Social

t
*
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Clarence A. Lee, Jr.

^
Associate Director for^.’.^j\\_ DOOKt*

Management and Operations
U. S. Courts
1 Columbus Circle, NE, #7-100
Washington, D.C. 20544

Los Angeles, CA 90039
February 20, 1993

Daniel 0. Ikemoto
Auditor-Controller

Superior Courts
500 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Office of the Attorney General
Public Inquiry Unit
P. O. Box 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550

James Hahn
L. A. City Attorney
200 No. Main, 18th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Res (1) People v. Certain LAPP Officers
Rodney King, Complaining Witness

People v. Certain Defendants
Reginald Denny, Complaining Witness

U. So v. Certain LAPP Officers
civil rights trial in re Rodney King

Race/class riots in Los Angeles allegedly
caused in whole or in substantial part by
not guilty April 1992 jury verdict and
beginning on/about May 1, 1992.

(4) Rodney King v. City of L. A., et al.

(5) Reginald Denny v. City of L. A., et al.

Request and way to stop double/triple
dipping into public fund(s) created by
general taxpayers.

Gentlemens

Rodney King and Reginald Denny themselves can each save the day.

How? By your arranging for each to publicly state that he personally

is choosing to have Justice served in re his subject incident on the

criminal level or on the civil level, but not on both. And each can

add that he is choosing because, as President Clinton recently said,

^The price of [not choosing or] doing the same thing is [will be]

higher than the price of^ choosing.

b6
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Clarence A. Lee, Jr.

;

Office of the Attorney General;
Daniel 0. Ikemoto;
James Hahn
Res Rodney King and

Reginald Denny
February 20, 1993
Page 2

A choice belongs to Rodney King and to Reginald Denny, not to

a fictitious People v. or the U. S, v. And a choice belongs to each

since each has filed a civil lawsuit, hopefully to monetarily recover

from any/all wounds received at the hands of Certain LAPD Officers*/

c<Certain Defendants

Real people, or taxpayers in general, do not want Justice doubly

or triply served in either King or Denny because such serving means

the costs of settlements/trials/incarcerations, etc. will be paid* to a

particular or specific special interest/organized class of taxpayers

from a general public fund(s). To permit a double or triple dipping

is to force taxpayers in general to be unwilling parties to such

customary practice.

Each public fund continues to be in double or triple jeopardy

because at least overtly there are no private fund co-plaintiffs in

either King or Denny . And there are no private fund co-defendants

to deep pocket in King or Denny . Therefore, Rodney King and Reginald

Denny can withdraw or rescind as a complaining witness if he chooses

to have Justice served through his civil lawsuit, or dismiss his

civil lawsuit with prejudice if he wants to have Justice served on

the criminal level.

Those Certain LAPD Officers'*'’ and those Cc Certain Defendants* do

not in effect owe a ^particular or specific special interest/organized

class of taxpayers 17 the privilege of doubly or triply engaging in

deep pocket milking, particularly when such milking undoubtedly will

continue to hold the general public hostage and to place the general

public at increased risk.



Clarence A. Lee, Jr .

;

Office of the Attorney General?
Daniel 0. Ikemoto

;

James Hahn
Re: Rodney King and

Reginald Denny
February 20, 1993
Page 3

Surely the parties in each subject matter can pay own costs and

expenses to and including the date and time Rodney King and/or

Reginald Denny publicly choose how each personally wants Justice

served in re his subject incident.

Please do all you can to let no one underestimate, attempt to

steal, or steal the thunderous street value of choice.

,
Vprv fmlv vmira

Neighborhood Watch Volunteer

Enclosures 5-5-92 letter to Daryl F. Gates

cc with enclosure:

John Ouderkirk, Judge
L. A. Superior Court
111 North Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr. , Attorney for
Reginald Denny
4929 Nilshire Blvd. , 10th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90010

2049 Century Park East, #1800
Los Angeles, CA 90067

(Please see next page.

)

John G. Davies, Judge
U. S. District Court
312 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4793

|
Attorney for

Rodney King

Santa Ana Heights, CA 92/07

Attorney for
rp-i m/T'O M-i T-v-^v

Los Angeles, CA 90071-3197
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Clarence A. Lee, Jr .

}

Office of the Attorney General;
Daniel 0. Ikemoto;
James Hahn
Re: Rodney King and

Reginald Denny
February 20, 1993
Page 4

Barry F. Kowalski
Steven D. Clymer
Office of U. S, Attorney
312 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Los Angeles, CA 90014

Nortn Hollywood, CA 591601

r-L
Santa Ana, CA 927UT=1

1

Santa Ana, CA 92706

Pasadena, CA 91106

Los Angeles, CA 90017

Deputy District Attorney
County of Los Angeles
210 West Temple
Los Angeles, CA 90012

222 So. Harbor Blvd. , 7th Floor
Anaheim, CA 92805

Los Angeles, CA 90016

Ethics Commission
City of Los Angeles
201 North Los Angeles, Mall #2
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4190

Robert M. Milano, Presiding Judge
Superior Court
111 North Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Tom Bradley, Mayor
City of Los Angeles
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Internal Affairs, LAPD
150 North Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90012
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b7C



Los Angeles, CA 90039
May 5, 1992

Daryl Gates, Chief
L. A. Police Department
150 North Los Angeles Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

William Barr, Attorney General
Department of Justice
10th & Constitution, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Lourdes G. Baird, U. S. Attorney
Department of Justice
312 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Res Forthcoming administrative hearing (s) of
Certain LAPD Officers and civil rights
hearings re Rodney King.

People v. Certain LAPP Officers
Rodney King, witness
Race/class riots in Los Angeles
allegedly caused in whole or in
substantial part by not guilty
April 1992 jury verdict and be-
ginning on/about May 1, 1992

Gentlemen and Ms. Bairds

Please subpoena me to testify as a non-expert volunteer

witness at either/both the subject hearings. I can testify as

a California licensed driver since I960 because I believe I under-

stand fully the difference between civil privilege(s) and civil

right(s). My testimony can result from at least, but not neces-

sarily limited to, the following questions*

b6
b7C

Q BEFORE Rodney King was granted a California driver^s

license as a privilege, did he have civil rights as an applicant

for such license? Assuming my answer will be yes , then - -



Daryl Gates
William Barr
Lourdes G. Baird
Hay 5, 1992
Page 2

Q DURING the incident involved in the subject verdict,

were Rodney King*s civil rights suspended by virtue of his

having agreed to such suspension as a condition of/for accept-

ing his drivers license from the DMV? Assuming my answer

will be yes , then - -

Q Did the DMV/Motor Vehicle Code have primary/first juris-

diction over its licensed/unlicensed drivers and dictate

through duly authorized personnel that licensed/unlicensed

drivers of motor vehicles on public streets shall , not to be

confused with may , at all times yield to the authority of flash-

ing red lights and to the authority of police/fire/ambulance

authorities flashing those lights? Assuming my answer will be

yes , then - -

Q AFTER Rodney King yielded the right of way but not his

motor vehicle or himself to such authority, did his civil

privilege status nevertheless remain primary/first and his

civil rights status remain secondary/second until such time

as Those Certain LAPD Officers had removed him from the pos-

sibility of regaining access to and control of his motor vehicle

as a driver? Assuming my answer will be yes , then - -

Q Could Rodney King* s civil rights per se have been vio-

lated since he had none while/as a licensed or expired license

driver as respects the subject incident? Assuming my answer

will be .no, then - -

Q Is Rodney King* s contribution to the subject incident

the proximate/primary cause since his first duty was/is to



Daryl Gates
William Barr
Lourdes G. Baird
May 5, 1992
Page 3

avoid personal/public injuries by driving in a nonreckless man-

ner and by nonviolently submitting to arrest? Assuming my

answer will be yes , then - -

Q Are Those Certain LAPD Officers^ contribution (s) to

the subject incident the secondary/second cause aka the effect?

Assuming my answer will be yes , then - -

Q Did Rodney King intentionally interfere with the orderly

performance by Those Certain LAPD Officers of their duties and

therefore shall/may be obligated to mitigate any claimed damages

against them or the LAPD? Assuming my answer will be yes , then

I remain

cc:

p^.gr.ofM-.-Fnl 1 v vnnra

Attorney
tor Rodney King
9100 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Internal Affairs, LAPD, re/for
Those Certain LAPD Officers

Mayor Tom Bradley
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Dear Stas:

Thus l&tier~ is sent to you -fa express
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